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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
In recent years, based on Malinvaud's seminal work [15,161. 
there have been a number of important contributions [l,2,3,6,12,l4,17, 
18,19,20] towards resolving the follow1,ng fundamental question: What 
observable properties characteriz�1 some (all) competitive price
system(s) associated with an efficient growth path? The natural focus 
in efforts to answer this question has been on the dynamical behavior 
of capital-value -- "natural" in the sense that Malinvaud's theorem 
establishes that, under very general conditions, efficient growth is 
tantamount to the existence of an associated competitive price system 
with the special property that, in every period, capital-value is 
minimized among all potential growth paths yielding the same stream of 
consumption goods thereafter. In other words, dealing with the 
question eventually reduces to looking for a more concrete version of 
Malinvaud's capital-value minimization condition. 
Roughly speaking, reported results have come from two 
distinct approaches: First, from searching for particular productivity 
and substitution properties of technology which necessarily require 
asymptotically insignificant capital-value,' or capital-value transversality 
(a label suggested by the common reference to the "transversality 
condition," especially in optimal growth theory) [1,12,14,18,19], and 
second, from searching for weaker regularities in the asymptotic 
behavior of capital-value which necessarily emerge given particular 
productivity and substitution properties of technology [1,2,3,6,20]. 
The first approach is undoubtedly more appealing intuitively, since --
at least when there are no primary factors -- capital-value transversality 
is essentially equivalent to consumption-value maximization, 
I 
i. e., the property that among all feasible growth paths, and t its 
associated consumption goods prices, an efficient growth path axil, 
total value of the whole stream of consumption goods. Unfolt nate�l 
,hi• approach ';'oun,er• grea' difficulcy from 'he mere pref• ce ol 
primary factors (and the second approach from the mere prese ce 0£ 
polyhedral-lll<e 'ech�logy). None,hel"'• i' ia b�ically rh app�.ch 
we adopt here. Thus, one of our purposes in this paper is to pres��I .. 
general conditions on static productivity characteristics abd 
substitution possibilities which verify the property of conbu�ptiort 
value maximizati�, and incidentally, capital-value transveks�lity 
es the 
well (in Section V and Appendices A and B). 
A closely related result appears in recent contr�butions 
concerning the problem of how to characterize optimal growjh �aths 
[23,24,25,26,32]• Suppoae ,.,, we are given •o� n�nega'
J
lel nonllll vial 
values for the whole stream of consumption goods. 3 If, at these 
given consumption goods values, a particular feasible growJh wath Yi�elds 
maximum total value among all feasible growth paths, i. e., lislan 
optimal growth path, then it has an associated competitive1pr�ce 
system with the special properties that (i) consumption goods pric. 
are the same as the given values, and (ii) capital-value tJan versl ll fility 
obtains. In short, the proposition is simply that consumplio -vaJ l l� 
maximization (at given consumption goods values) implies clp·tal-J I I e
<r®.ver,.lHy (ae a"ociaced =pieal good• pric"). Ano+ of �· 
purposes in this paper is to present a simpler proof for thi 
proposition (Section VI). 
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Perhaps our principal purpose, however, is to display the 
common structure underlying both consumption-value maximization in 
efficient growth theory and capital-value transversality in optimal 
growth theory. The mathematical tool we use to establish this connection 
is the basic support theorem implicitly developed in the Majumdar-Mitra-
McFadden proof of consumption-value maximization for the closed, multi-
sector model of growth [14] (see also its precursors [13,17]), and this 
unifying result is presented first (in Section II) . (The reader who is 
primarily interested in our economic applications can skim or.skip this 
section, which is unavoidably technical though quite straightforward. ) 
Then, after describing our general growth model (in Section III), we 
turn to characterizing efficient and optimal growth paths (in Sections 
IV-VI), and to elaborating the complications arising from the presence 
of primary factors(in Sections VII-VIII). In the course of accomplishing 
our avowed purposes, we also develop two subsidiary results of interest 
in their own right: First, we present an alternative argument leading 
to Malinvaud's theorem, one which has the additional virtue of 
introducing a broader sense in which efficient growth paths yield 
value maximization, and hence also capi: minimization and 
consumption-value maximization (in Section IV). (See too the various 
arguments in [12,22,30]. ) Second, we present a general theorem 
establishing the existence of special competitive price systems 
associated with feasible growth paths which are optimal in various 
weaker senses than that of simple consumption-value maximization 
(at given consumption goods values; in Section VIII). (See too the 
related theorems in [9,27,28,29]. ) 
II. BASIC SUPPORT THEOREM 
We use x = (x0,x1, • • •  ) and 11 = (110,111, . . .  ) to denote! s¢quenc 
' il(later on x will be interpreted as quantities, 11 as prices 
" denoCe •:• opace nf all ""'"'"''" oequ�m wieh •� •t 
I l x l 11 = t�O l xt l ' and i00 to denote the space of all bolnded 
•:quenm wieh oup oo= 11 x i I •• ·�· I x, I· Aloo, n·x ··r 
r 11 x x' ;;;:; x" means x' ;;;:; x" for every t x' :". x" means t=O t t' t t ' 
for every t and x� > x� for some t, and x' > x" means x� I> 
Support Theorem (Majumdar-Mitra-McFadden): Suppose 
convex, freely disposable (i. e., if x EX, x' E i1 
x' ;;:::.. 
.. 
tJ t Q 
s cl: 
I x,
r 
x' EX) and uniformly "p�oduct�ve" (i. e., there
t
exists o > � sul� 
for every t ;;;:; 0 there exists x E X such that x !;; o for s t a' s II 
xt;;;:; O for sf t). If x* is a boundary point of X (i.e. I 1* E � 
b:t x* t interior X), then .there exists 11 E i00 such that l 11 � 0 j 
(1) 11•x* ;;;:; 11•x for every x E X.  
6 
:very t. 
.ed, 
:en 
that 
in [14], but since that argument is imbedded in a fairly 
Our argument is virtually identical to the origipal ar��int 
1 ng, Jg�el-
e wi�llJluse 
Proof: 
oriented proof, we detail it here for convenience' sake. 
two basic results from analysis: 
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1 . (Separation of convex sets by a continuous linear functional . )  If 
c1 and c2 are nonempty, convex subsets of a topological (e.g . , normed) 
linear space S ,  interior c1 f $ and interior c1 n c2 = $, then there 
exists a nontrivial , continuous linear functional f on S such that 
2 1 1 1 2 2 f (c ) � f (c ) for every c E C , c E C • 
2 . (Representation of continuous linear functionals on t1 . )  If 
f is a continuous linear functional on �l' then there exists TI E i00 
such that 
f (x) � TI•x for every x E i1• 
(See , for example , [10], especially Section 14 and exercises . )  
Given these results , the idea of the proof is quite simple : 
Verify the hypotheses of the separation theorem when S = t1 , c
1 = X
and c2 = {x* } ,  and then apply the representation theorem. 
Two of the hypotheses required for applying the separation 
theorem are easily verified (since X is assumed a nonempty, convex 
subset of t1 , and x* a boundary point ·of.x) . The remaining hypothesis 
-- that interior X 4 $ -- requires a little more work. What we 
need to show is that for some x' E X there exists E > 0 such that if 
I Jx - x' I 11 < E ,  then x E X. In fact , we show that x' = 0 will do : By free 
disposal and uniform "productivity" 0 E X. Now pick 0 < E ;;:; o and suppose, 
without loss of generality, x0 4 0 and !Ix - O IJ1 = 1 a. < E. 
Then (again by free disposal and uniform "productivity") , if xt � 0 (<O) , 
then there exists xtE X such that xt = a. (-a.) for s = t and 
t 
s 
 for s >/; t .  Let /.. t = Ix J I 2:0 Ix I for O ;;:; s ;;:; t, so thas s u= u  t t t t t t s  /.. � 0 and 2:0/.. = 1 , and let z = i:0t.. x for t � Q, so s s= s s= s 
t z 
t 
(a/u�O JxuJ) (x0 , x1 , . . .  ,xt ' O ,  • • •  ) .
Then (by convexity) zt E X while (by closedness) if lim it t-+oo 
x E X. But 
that is , lim zt t->oo 
llz
t - xll1 
oo t Il: z - x s=O I s s 
t t 00 
s�O J (a./u�O JxuJ)xs - xsl + s�t+llxsl
t t 00 (a./u�O lxul - l) s�O Jxsl + s�t+l lxsl 
t 
(s�O lxsl - s�O JxsJ) + Jt+l lxsl
2 'f Ix I s=t+l s ' 
x. 
t x =s 
hat 
x , 
Now applying the separation theorem, we know that there elsts 
nontrivial , continuous linear functional f on i1 such thlt f (x*j 
for every x E X. But applying the representation theorel , we kl
there exists TI E t such that f (x) = TI • x for every x E i i!!.. !Sine 00 I 
I f is nontrivial, TI 4 0 ,  while since X is freely disposableJ n � 
8 
en 
f (x) 
that 
9 
Hence, rr � 0 ,  and the proof is complete. • 
The key to the foregoing argument is the fact that the 
maintained assumptions on X are strong enough to guarantee that X 
has an interior point . Clearly weaker assumptions (for example, simply 
that X has an interior -- which ob�iously doesn ' t  require that X be 
closed) will suffice for this purpose. However, there doesn ' t  seem to 
us to be much gain in elaborating them, since in most economic 
applications (in particular , in those discussed below) , weaker 
assumptions would be hard to verify in terms of the underlying 
economic model . Moreover, all but the assumption of uniform 
"productivity" are fairly conventional in most economic applications . 
Finally, for several of our applications of the Support 
Theorem it is important to know that the assumption of uniform 
"productivity" can be replaced by the following pair of assumptions : 
Possibility of no production (i . e . , 0 EX) and uniform productivity 
(i. e . , there exist o > 0 and t0 < 00 such that for every t > t 0 there 
exists xt such that x G -o for Oa s a t0 , x . s s G o for t0 < s = t
and x G O for t0 < s � t) . This follows from the easily verified s . 
fact that ,  if X satisfies these as well as the remaining maintained
to 
assumptions of the Support Theorem, then x0 = X + (i,o, � . .  ,8,o, ... ) 
satisfies the full set of maintained assumptions of that theorem, 
including uniform "productivity. 11 
III. GENERAL GROW TH.MODEL 
Feasible real allocations or growth paths in the eFo�omy 
are described by 
(2) 
{(ct , zt�kt)
k = k > 0 0 
E T and kt+l zt for t G O ,  
where c = (c1 , c2 , • • •  , cm) is an m-vector o f  consumption goodsl o
z = (z1, z2 , . . .  , zn) is an n-vector of ( "gross") capital goods1, 
investment goods output, k = (kl ,k2 , • • .  ,kn) is an n-vector or 
inputs, T = { (c , z ,k) }  is the static technology available for1 p 
outputs from capital stock inputs , 4  t is an index representiµg 
production periods (so that 0 is the initial period) , and 
k = (k1 ,'k2 , . . •  ,kn) is an n-vector of initial capital stocks .
assumption that initial capital stocks are positive k > 0 e]�e 
analysis in a nontrivial way . )  
Regarding the technology, we will always assume that 
T is a nonnegative, closed set exhibiting 
Tl. Generalized Diminishing Returns : T is convex; 
tput, 
Ill r bet!!H¢r, 
apiJtlJlstock 
odtiJ 
disc��te 
The 
s the 
T2 . Free Disposal : If (c , z ,k) E T ,  0 a (c' , z ' )  a (c , z) and kl' GI<! 
then (c ' ,z ' ,k ') E T; 
and 
T3 . Constant Returns to Scale : T is a cone.5 
The whole of our analysis depends critically on how productiv� inp 
11 
are (and also, to a lesser extent, on how substitutable outputs are). 
For the time being we will only postulate the following productivity 
characteristics: 
T4. Necessity of Capital Stocks: If (c,z,k) s T and k 
(c,z) = O; 
and 
0 ,  then 
TS. Productivity of Capital Stocks: If (c,z,k) E T and k' > k, then 
there exists (c',z') > (c,z) such that (c',z',k') E T. 
T4 is one representation of the idea of scarcity, TS of the idea of 
(the productivity of) roundaboutness. Note, in particular, that TS 
implies that positive outputs can be produced from positive capital stocks. 
Later on we will systematically enlarge on this fairly unrestrictive 
specification, 
Corresponding to (2), the "feasible" value inputations or 
price systems in the economy are described by 
{(pt,qt,rt) E M and rt = qt-l for t � 0 ,
(3) 
q_l � 0 
where p = (p1,p2, ... ,pm) 
is an m-vector of consumption goods prices,
q = (q1,q2, • . • ,qn) is an n-vector of investment goods prices,
r = (r1,r2, • • •  ,rn) is an n-vector of ("gross") capital stock rents, and
M {(p,q,r) (p,q) � 0 and p•c + q•z - r•k � 0 for every (c,z,k) E T} 
is the nonnegative subset of the dual cone to T. (3) deser;i.Jbes, 
ocher•, all Che price 'Y'C""" which migh' be ob,erved in I rerfe 
foresight) competitive equilibrium for the economy, and stm ly 
represents a convenient way of summarizing the possibilitie for 
systems (in exactly the same manner that (2) simply reprelelts a I I convenient way of summarizing the possibilities for growth aths1 
We will refer to a particular feasible growth path (i.e., I a part 
solution to (2) denoted, say, by asterisks) as being com �t tive 
having an associated competitive price system, if there ib ome
nontrivial "feasible" price system (i.e. , some nontriviaJ s
.
ruti 
to (3)) at which the given feasible growth path yields mali m pl 
of zero among all potential input-output combinations in !ea�h pe 
(4) p •c + q •z - q •k � p •c* + q •z* - q •k* t t t-1 t t t t t-1 t 0 
for every (c,z,k) E T and t s 0. 
12 
bng 
ice 
l�lar 
mr 
it 
ild, 
Of course, only some feasible growth paths are competitivl'e,land ��y 
some competitive growth paths are efficient (or optimal), w ich I. 
the underlying raison d'etre for this paper. 
Before proceeding with the analysis, we emphasize! two  
implications of (4) which we will use repeatedly: Conside� a pa�Hicular 
competitive growth path (denoted again by asterisks). slnde if 
k0 = k and kt+l = zt for t � O, then 
:t. 
l pt 'Ct t=O 
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:t. 
t�O (pt•ct + qt•(zt - kt+l) )
:t. 
l (pt•ct + qt•zt - qt-l•kt) + q_l•k - q:t.•k:t.+1 for :t. � 0 ,t=O 
it follows from (4) that 
:t. :t. 
(5) l p •ct;:;, l pt•ct + q£k:t.+l::i.q_ik for :t.;;;o for every feasible growth path (2), t=O t t=O 
while 
(6) 
:t. 
l P •c* s t=O t t -
:t. 
l P •c* + q;t_"k:t.t1 t=O t t q_1 
•k for :t. ;;; o .
Among other things, (5) tells us immediately that consumption-value 
is uniformly bounded 
00 
l p •c � q 1•k for every feasible growth path (2) ,t=O t t -
so that (5) and (6) together tell us immediately that capital-value 
transversality implies consumption-valv�.maximization 
00 
lim q •k * = 0 ,  =- 00 > l p •c*;;; l p •c for every feasible growth path(2)• . t::-"10 t t+ 1 t=O t t t=O t t 
(The converse to this latter proposition will be established in 
Section VI) . 
IV. CHARACTERIZATION OF EFFICIENCY 
A particular feasible growth path (denoted once l a�ain 
asterisks) is efficient if there is no other feasible growth lpath 
dominates it in terms of the whole stream of consumption koqds , 
if there is no other solution to (2) such that 
(7) (cO , cl , • • •  ) � (c3 , cf•·· · ) ·  
This concept lies at the very core of (neoclassical) economtcs , 
efficient growth paths constitute the subset of feasible �r©wth 
which are indisputably "desirable" or "good." 
In order to characterize such paths , we now intierbret 
quantity sequence x as 
(8) 
(k - k ) - (k - k*) 0 0 (z - k ) - (z* 1- k* ) t t+l t rt+l 
,..---'--. ,..---'--. 
x = (k - k0 , c0 - cS, zo - k1 , . . •  , ct - c£, zt - kt+:I.• .1 . .• ) ,  
the price sequence n as 
(9) n (q_1 •Po•qo , · · · •pt ' qt ' · · · ) ' 
and the set X as 
(10) X = {x:x sR.1 , ct � c� and (c� , zt ,kt) E T for t ;;; 10} 
That is , x is taken to be the sequence of net final outP,utb (i 
outputs today in excess of inputs tomorrow) over and abJvel thoS 
14 
ich 
ce 
:hs 
lS 
generated by a particular efficient growth path ,  TI the corresponding 
sequence of value imputations, and X the set of all summable x which 
could be produced given unlimited free disposal of consumption goods 
and unlimited costless availability of capital stocks .  (It is basically 
the latter flexibility which finally gives economic content to 
application of the Support Theorem; a particular growth path used to 
generate a particular sequence of net final outputs need only be 
feasible in the special sense defined by(lO) , and not in the usual 
sense defined earlier by (2).) 
Given these interpretations , it is relatively straightforward 
to verify that X c �l is closed,
7 convex and freely disposable by 
virtue of our maintained assumptions on T (exclusive of TS) .  
Furthermore, the quantity sequence generated by the efficient growth 
path itself , 
x* (k - k8 , c8 - c8 , z8 - k� , • . •  , c£ c£ , z£ - k£+1•···) 
must be a boundary point of X: Obviously, x*is in X. Suppose it 
were an interior point as well . Then (appealing to the way points 
in X are defined) it would be possible to increase an arbitrarily 
chosen consumption good output (for example , c10 - cfo >O) , while 
at the same time maintaining every other consumption good output 
0 ,  
(ciO - c10 = 0 for i f 1 and ct - cf = 0 for t � O )  as well as 
feasibility (k - k0 = O , zt - kt+l = 0 and (ct , zt ,kt) E T  for t �  O) . 
But such a possibility contradicts the fact that we began by postulating 
an efficient growth path. 
From these considerations (together with the firiallc 
at the end of Section II) , it follows that if we could onJy
ehae x is �i£on.ly p�duceive, eh� we c�ld simply appl1 e 
Theorem to derive a price characterization for all efficient! gro� 
paths . This is indeed the strategy we follow in the subslquent I section (but for a simplification in the interpretation of tpe q 
sequence x) . However ,  this line of attack requires more ltructu I T then we have thus far imposed (see for example T6 and T7 b�low 
Here we proceed instead by noticing that , although X is nltf eces
uniformly productive, by virtue of TS it is certainly prolu tive J 
the following sense : There exists (x0 ,xi , · · · ,x�_1) < 0 slc tha l
t � n there exists xt E X such that xt � x ' for 0 � s < n l jt > s - s s 
for n • s = e =d x: • O for n • s ; e .  TU1' seemingly L pliJ 
statement is nothing more than a formalization of the f acl ·1hat 
implies that if th�re were larger initial capital stocks lv ilabl
then it would be feasible to produce no smaller net f inalloltput 
every subsequent period, and actually larger net final ou p ts ij 
given subsequent period. In particular , the quantity seqle ces j 
t � n can be generated by a growth path which utilizes gite add I
initial capital stocks (so that xj_1 = kj - kjO < 0 for lf �· lj � 
produce more investment goods output during periods 0 thrbu 
more capital stock inputs for periods 0 through s ,  and mole 
consumption goods output and investment goods output durihg 
(so that n + (n+m) s < t � n + (n+m) (s+l) ) .  
h s-
of b 
peri
l 
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The observation that X is productive 
the following trick to render it uniformly so : 
immediatelif �ugge 
Choose nel uni ts ll lltlibr 
__ l_u11m--
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measuring net final outputs or quantities, say Vt for t 6 0 ,  in such 
a manner that for some o > 0 and t0 = n-1 , Vtx� 6 - o for o :;;; t :;;; t0 
t 0 8 and �txt 6 o for t > t • Clearly, such a maneuver enables us to
apply the conclusion of the Support· Theorem (1) ,  and thereby (referring to 
the interpretations (8)-(10) ) to establish a fundamental proposition: 9 
Price Characterization of Efficient Growth Paths : If a feasible 
growth path is efficient , then there exist positive units for measuring 
outputs (v_1 ,u0 ,v0 , . • •  ,ut ,vt'""") > 0 and nonnegative, nontrivial 
prices for evaluating outputs (q_1'.p0 , q0 , . . •  ,pt , qt , • • •  ) � 0 such that 
"' . 
(11) 0 6 q •(k - k ) + l (p • (c - c*) + q • (z - k ) )-1 0 t=O t t t t t t+l 
for every growth path (ct , zt ,kt) E T such that 
n 
Iv .  lk" 
j=l J ,-1 
"' m 
k.0 1 + l ( l uiticitJ t=O i=l 
n 
c�tl + jrlvjtlzj t  - kj t+ll>
<
"' 
The converse obtains provided that consumption goods prices 
are positive pt > 0 for t 6 0.
In this form, our price characterization is neither very 
transparent nor very usable . Three illllllediate corollaries go part way 
toward remedying these defects : 
Value Characterizations of Efficient Growth Paths : If a feasible 
growth path is efficient, then it has an associated competitive price 
system (4) at which 
1 . Restricted Value Maxill\ization: Net-final-output-value i� maxim 
(12) 
"' "' 
"'> l p •c* - q •k6 l p •c - q •k;t t -1 t t -1 t=O t=O 
2 . Restricted Capital-Value Minimizatio� : Capital-value is lmilimiz 
(13) "' > 
"' "' 
Ip•c 6 (>) Ip ·c*:;;.q •k:;o t=O t t t=O t t -1 
3 .  Restricted Consumption-Value Maximization: 
is maximized , 
"' 
(  
·nr Consumption-va�ue 
"' 
(14) k:;;; k"""" <q ·k:;;; q •'k:;;.) 00 > IP ·c* 6 -1 -1 t t I pt· c ,t=O t t=O 
among all growth paths which
-
(i) are feasible from nonnegativl' e
J
capit
.
• 
•<ock, , oc ••<isfy (2) wi<h k = k • 0 and (ii) yield •uffici� ly 
small deviations in the whole stream of consumption goods , ot atis:lii 
"' m 
l .l uitlcit - c�tl<"'t=O 1=1 1 
for some (fixed) positive units for measuring consumption 
1 :;;; i :;;; m, t 6 0 .  In each case 1-3 ,  the converse obtains 
1b golbdl u. , 
prov ded l 
consumption goods prices are positive pt > 0 for t 6 0 .  
Proof : (4) follows from (11) with (c , z  ,k ) = (c , z ,k) E T lfo . s s s . 
s = t and (c , z  ,k ) = (c* , z* ,k*) for s f t .  Then, in viewl o s s s s s s 
(12)- (14) follow from (11) when comparison is further limited to 
paths which are feasible from nonnegative capital stocks k J 0 
(5), 
II gr 
0 for 
t 
h 
•
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"Restr;i.cted" here refers to the fact that, among growth 
paths which are feasible from nonnegative capital stocks, we 
have further confined comparisons to just those which yield sufficiently 
small devtat;i.ons in the whole stream of consumption goods. Notice, 
on the other hand, that we could 'have expanded such restr;i.cted 
comparisons to the class of growth paths whtch are identical up to 
period t, (c ,z ,k ) ; (c*, z*, k*) for 0 � s < t, and then are feasibles s s s s s 
from nonnegative cap;i.tal stocks in period t, kt ; k � 0 ,  and (cs,zs,ks) E T
and ks+l ; zs for s � t, for arbitrary distinguished period t � 0.
(This expansion would permit a more general interpretation of capital 
goods prices, as detailed by one of u; elsewhere [8]). 
Regarding the var;i.ous value charactertzations themselves: 
Restricted value maximization is the closest analogue of the standard 
characterization of efficient allocation in a static (or equivalently, 
dynamic but finite) economy, a parallel also elaborated at length 
in [8]. Restricted capital-value minimization is essentially a 
stronger version of Malinvaud's theorem, since (in light of the comments 
above) our condition involves a broader ,class of comparisons than does 
his (though at the cost mentioned in footnote 7). Finally, restricted 
consumption-value maximization bas;i.cally speaks for itself. One of our 
prime goals ;is to sharpen this particular implication of (11). 
Specifically, one can ask whether there are circumstances 
under which consumption-value maximization obtains without any 
restriction except feasib;i.lity. Alternatively, one can ask whether 
there are circumstances under which some more qual;i.f;i.ed notion of 
20 
optimal;i.ty obtains without any restriction except feasibilf t 
the case, for example, ;in the one-good model analyzed by Cas 
It is to the former question we now turn; we will also resio 
indirectly, to the latter question later on (in Sections V�I 
'"' �� 
-Yaat1·� [ 5]) • 
d, soll!Elwhat  
and at the end of Appendix B) . I 
and �illrllI, 
Before address;i.ng this question, however, we empha 
this point that each of our subsequent arguments amounts t� 
of the argument presented in this section: Namely, in each 
'"'"• wo foerpror x,P,X and x* in ouoh a way <ha< dire« rp
of the Support Theorem plus jud;i.cious choice of compariso� s 
leads to the desired conclusion. 
V. EFFICIENCY AND CONSUMPTION-VALUE MAXIMIZATION 
ize 
vari 
peciJ 
lica [, 
quen l 
The argument in the preceding section underlines the b 
difficulty involved in using the Support Theorem as a tool fbr 
characterizing efficient growth paths: The requirements Jf summa: 
(i.e., X c �1) and interiority (i.e., interior X # �) genlra�ly 
reflect conflicting aspects of the productive capacities lf 
underlying technology. Thus, a particular growth model il ich
feasible growth paths necessarily yield a summable streamlof 
consumption goods will typically be incapable of providing cbns 
goods at a uniform rate in any given future period, and vicerver 
This trade-off is most clearly illustrated by the fact thlt,I for
general growth model we are considering, by choosing unitl for I 
measuring consumption goods outputs which embody a sufficie�tly 
t 
nn 
ity 
on 
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rate of discount we can guarantee summable consumption possibilities, 
while by choosing units which embody a sufficiently low rate we can 
guarantee uniform consumption possibilities, but usually not both. 
There is one class of growth models, however, in which these 
conflicting aspects j ust balance each other. This class consists of 
the growth models where technology exhibits the following, additional 
productivity characteristics: 
T6. Impossibility of Storage with Sustenance: There exist p > 0 and 
q ;;;; 0 such that 
p•c + q•z - q•k � 0 for every (c,z,k) E T; 
and 
T7. Possibility of Storage and Regeneration: There exist 0 � k � k and 
z > 0 such that both. (O,k,k) E T  and (O,z,k) E T. 
T7 is more or less self-explanatory. It simply states that the 
economy is capable of replicating some capital stocks from which it 
is also capable of producing positive investment goods output --
or together with TS, positive outputs ' of both consumption and 
investment goods) within at most two periods. T7 would be true, for 
instance, if the economy were capable of replicating positive capital 
I" � � 
stocks, i.e., if there exists 0 < k � k such that (O,k,k) E T  
� 
(taking k = z = k in T7). 
T6, however, requires a bit more elaboration. Its label 
was chosen because it implies (and is implied by) the productivity 
limitation that the (closure of the ) set of timeless potential 
net outputs 
(15) N {(c,y) y = z - k and (c,z,k) E T} 
does not contain any (c 1 ,y') such that both c' ':". 0 and y!' 
22 
o.
other words, roughly speaking, T6 amounts to the assumptii.oii. thaullllt:he 
economy is not capable of replicating some capital stocJs 
while simultaneously producing some consumption goods ojtpmt. 
itut 
In Appendix A we establish this equivalency, and preseni two 
alternative conditions on technology -- one involving subs 
properties of outputs, the other productivity propertieJ o 
resource inputs -- which entail T6 (and which are more �nt ;::ll:::le 
if more restrictive). 
the In any case, for the class of growth models wner 
technology satisfies these two assumptions (as well as dur 
moin,ained a•aump,ion•) we have a aligh,ly generali,ed 1•r 
might (from our present perspective) be viewed as the cent 
othet 
:�r�!l::"' 
in [14]: 
Consumption-Value Maximization: Suppose T satisfies T6 lantl T7. 
a feasible growth path is efficient, then it has an associated 
competitive price system (4) at which consumption-valuelislmax· 
00 
(16) 00 > l Pt" c* ;;;,;t=O t -
00 
l Pt" ct't=O 
among all feasible growth paths (?). The converse obtains1pro 
consumption goods prices are positive pt > 0 for t ;;;; 0.
Proof: We now interpret the quantity sequence x as simpl� net 
outputs 
f 
ed, 
d 
al 
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(17) x (k - ko,co,zo - kl, • • •  ,ct,zt - kt+l' • • • ),
but the price sequence �and set X as before in (9) and (10), 
respectively . The crucial steps in the proof are first (summability), 
establishing that by virtue of �6, 
oo m 
(18) l l c. < 00 for every solution to (2) ,
t=O i=l it 
so that the set X contains every sequence of net final outputs which 
is generated by a feasible growth path, and second (interiority), 
establishing that by virtue of T7, the set Xis uniformly "productive." 
The remainder of the argument then simply consists in applying and 
interpreting the Support Theorem. 
To see that (18) follows from T6, we use the stationary 
competitive price system (p,q) to evaluate the whole stream of 
consumption goods produced along an arbitrary feasible growth path: 
:t m :t :t 
l l (min{pi,})c. ) ;;;; t=O i=l i' it l 
p•C 
t=O t 
l (p•ct + q•(zt - kt+l))
t=O 
:t 
\' (p•c + q•z - q•k ) + q•k - q•k ;;;; q•k for :t;:;;; O. l t t t t+l 
t=O 
An immediate consequence of this value-bound is 
:t m 
l l cit t=O i=l 
and hence (18). 
;;;; q•k /min{ p.} < oo for :t;:;;; 0, 
i i 
To see that uniform "productivity" follows from T7 (given 
II 2 
our maintained assumptions about initial capital stocks �nd ! tech[ 
note first that TS implies that (i) there exists (c' ,z') I >  sue 
(c',z',k) e: T and (ii) there exists (c',z') > Osuch that (�',z' 
Hence, the following quantity sequences x E: X are generajedlby t
corresponding growth paths (cs,zs,ks) E: T for s ;:;;; 0:
for t ;:;;; 2. By letting 
0 min{ min k., 
j J 
. -, . -, m:n ci, m:n zj'.i J 
;.. . ' min c.,. i i min z'.}, j J 
we see that these in turn provide the requisite quantitt s�quen 
xt for t;:;;; 0.
ogy) 
hat 
E: T. 
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As in the last se ction, it is again re lative ly str aigh tfor war d  
to e stab lish th at X c � l is close d, conve x and free ly disposab le .
More over , again le tting the quantity se que nce x* be ge ner ate d  b y  the 
e fficie nt gr owth path under scr utiny, x* is still a b oundar y point 
of X. He nce , the de sire d conclusion follows dire ctly upon application 
of the Suppor t The ore m,  since (1) implie s (4) whe n  (cs , zs ,ks) =
(c , z ,k) E T for s = t and (c  , z  , k  ) = (c* , z* ,k* )  for s 1 t ,  ands s s s s s 
(16) whe n  k0 = k, and (ct , zt ,kt) E T and kt+ l = zt for t � 0 . II 
I t  is wor th e mph asizing here , alth ough we e stab lish a str onger 
re sult in the ne xt se ction, th at capital- value tr ansver sality also 
follows fr om the ar gume nt just give n. Th at is , b y  taking the quantity 
se que nce x E X ge ner ate d  b y  the tr ivial gr owth path (ct , zt ,kt) = 0 E T
for t � 0 ,  (1) yie lds 
00 
l p • * � q • . 
t=O t t - 1  
Putting th is ine quality toge ther with (6)! we see imme diate ly th at it 
must be tr ue th at 
(19) lim q • k* 
t:-+<x> t t+ l 0 .
I t  is also impor tant to be aware of wh at the Consumption-
Value Maximization the ore m doe s not claim: Name ly the the ore m only 
asser ts th at some associate d  compe titive pr ice syste m  e xli iba ts 
pr oper ty of c�ption- value maximization. And it is e lsyl to 
constr uct e xample s  where a par ticular e fficie nt gr owth plth l alsI associate d  compe titive pr ice syste m  wh ich doe s  not e xh ib it !th is I pr oper ty. The e xte nde d e xample pre se nte d  in Appe ndix B is �e si 
in par t  to illustr ate th is point. (For a more de taile d  1lab or a  
in the conte xt of close d , multi- se ctor mode ls ,  see the e ia� ple s  
re sults in [18] . )  Th at e xte nde d e xample also illustr ate l a noth 
ob vious b ut impor tant point , th at with out T6 (or , more glnar al  
with out summ ab ility in "natur al" units of me asure me nt) , kn le ffi 
gr owth path may or may not h ave an associate d  compe titivl .rlr ice 
e xh ib iting consumption- value maximization (e ve n  th ough , ln lour 
ge ner al mode l, consumption- value is ne ce ssar ily b ounde d), . 
VI . OPTIM ALI TY (OR CONSUMP TI ON- VALU E MAXIMIZ ATI ON) AND 
CA PI TAL- VAL U E  TRA NSVERSA LI TY 
Give n nonne gative ,  nontr ivial value s for cons�mpt ion 
(20) (p0 , p1 , • • •  )?: 0 ,
a par ticular fe asib le gr owth path (de note d  once more b y  laster is 
is optimal if 
(21) 
00 00 
00 > l p • c* � l p • c  for e very fe asib le gro wt 
t=O t t t=O t t I 
I n  the liter ature on optimal gr owth the or y ,  it is usually 
th at consumption goods output consists of a single quanbi
26 
s an 
�d  
d 
nt 
ste m  
ds , 
(2). 
that m = 1), which is measured in welfare, or utility terms 
(refer again to footnote 3), and that consumption good values 
- -t are constant-rate discount factors (i.e., that pt = (1 + p)
for t� 0 with p � 0). Neither specialization is fundamental to 
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the price characterization of optimal growth paths (though both have 
been central to the detailed description of their evolution). 
In this section we use the Support Theorem to develop a 
short, simple proof of the following important proposition: 
Capital-Value Transversality (Peleg and Weitzman): If a particular 
feasible growth path is optimal, then it has an associated competitive 
price system (4) such that 
(22) pt = pt for t � 0
and 
(19) lim q •k* t->oo t t+l 
o. 
The converse obtains without qualification. 
. Proof: For the purposes of this argument, we interpret the quantity 
sequence x as net final outputs of welfare and investment goods 
(23) x ( loPt'ct,k - ko,zo - kl, • • •  ,zt - kt+1•···),t= 
the corresponding price sequence 7f as 
(24) 7f (u,q_l,qO, • • •  ,qt, • • . ) , 
and the set X as 
(25) X =· {x:xct1,x0 � 
00 
t
�
O
pt•c� and (c�,zt,kt)ET for t� O}.
It is easily checked that the quantity sequence 
00 
2 
(26) 
* x =  «�"l �·"·I a boundary point of l nd h
� 
00 
( I
0
-Pt·c�,k - k5,z5 - k!, . . •  ,z� - k�+1, • • . )t= 
generated by the optimal growth path is 
00 
a positive first element x5 l P •c* 
t=O t t 
> 0 ( by virtue of tl\e 1 ypotfi 
(p0,p1, · .. ) ?: 0 and maintained assumptions k > 0 and TS). Also, 
the set X contains every quantity sequence x generated by a £eatible 
growth path (2), since then 0 � x � x* (by virtue of the deflni ionJ
(23) and (26)). Finally, as in Section IV, it is once more lel tivJ1 
straightforward to verify that X ct� is closed, convex, andffr�ely 
disposable, but now "productive1110 rather than productive.
Hence, by the same maneuver performed in Section II, �ut 
now only with respect to the units for measuring net final invelstmerum 
goods outputs (since here consumption goods only appear in 
terms of welfare), we can easily transform the set X into one 
is uniformly "productive" as well (noting that this transfole. I still contains every quantity sequence generated by a feasible 
path). Thus, once again utilizing the Support Theorem to del� 
we can infer: 
1. Nontrivial welfare value, i.e., u > 0 or, without loss o� 
generality, u = 1: 
hi ch 
set 
growt 
e (1 JI 
.. ) 
is 
Suppose otherwise, that is, u = 0. Then �·x* = O, while since 
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�t>O and x
tEX for some t ;;;; 0 -- �·x > 0 for some x E X, contradicting (1).
2. Intertemporal welfare-profit maximization, i.e. , (4) and (22):
For the quantity sequences generated by the growth paths 
(cs,zs,ks) = (c,z,k) E T for s = t and (cs,zs,ks) = (c�,z�,k�) for s f t,
(1) yields 
pt•c + qt•z - qt-1-kt a p·c � + qt·z� - qt-l·k� = 0
for every (c,z,k) E T and t ;;;; 0,
in light of 1 above. 
3. Capital-value transversality, i.e. , (19): 
The argument is identical to that presented toward the end of the last 
section, in light of 2 above. 
There is an interesting, if hardly surprising corollary to 
the Capital-Value Transversality theorem. 
Duality: If there exists an optimal solution to the problem 
(27) 
00 
maximize l p •c subject to (2),
t=O t t 
• 
then there exists an optimal solution to the problem 
(28) minimize q 1•k subject to (3) and p = p for t ;;;;10, - t t 
and their optimal values are equal. 
Proof: On the one hand, we see from (5) that feasible solu�iohs td 
(27) and (28) must satisfy 
00 
tiopt•ct a q_1·k.
On the other hand, appealing to the theorem just proved, wels�e 
from (6) that there is a feasible solution to (28) (namely,ltHat 
associated with the optimal solution to (27)) which satisfies 
00 
I -P ·c* 
t=O t t 
q_l•k.
But this is then an optimal solution to (28) exhibiting the 
asserted property. 
We note in passing that many of the recent result's 
global a<abili<y of op<imal grow<b pa<ba hav• <hoir ul<iEa� 
the Capital-Value Transversality theorem (in particular, see 
and related contributions to the same Symposium). 
VII. COM.PLICATIONS FROM PRIMARY FACTORS 
The general growth model introduced in Section III 
very unrealistic feature; it implicitly rules out the exis�eri 
primary factors. In this section we will repair this defeJt, 
once 
a sis 
7 ] 
as o 
e of 
and 
.ng 
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doing so· will establish that all but one of the foregoing results 
remain virtually unaffected. 
Suppose now that the feasible growth paths in the economy 
are described by 
{(ct' :t' kt' R.t) ET', kt+l=zt and R.t=R.t=R.>0 for t60,
(2') 
k0=k > o 
where R. = (R.0,R.1, ... ,R.h) is an h-vector of primary factor inputs, I is
an h-vector of their exogenous supply, and T' = { (c,z,k,R.)} is the 
static technology available for producing outputs from capital stock 
and primary factor inputs. In fact, there is no real loss of 
generality in assuming that h = 1, and that I = 1, which we henceforth 
will.11 Furthermore, we will assume that T' is again a nonnegative,
closed set exhibiting properties analogous to Tl-TS: 
T'l. T' is convex; 
T12. If (c,z,k,R.) ET', 0 � (c',z') � (c,z) and (k',R.') 6 (k,R.), 
then (c',z',k',R.') ET'; 
T'3. T' is a cone; 
T'4. If (c,z,k,R.) E T' and (k,,R,) 0, then (c,z.) O; 
and 
T'S. If (c,z,k,R.) ET', R. > 0 and k' > k, then there exists (c',z') > 
(c,z) such that (c',z',k',R.) ET'. 
Notice that now T13 is completely innocuous, since feasible growth 
paths only involve the projection of a particular cross-section of 
T' (namely, the convex set { (c,z,k) : (c,z,k,l) E T')},and any, 
convex set can be viewed as the projection of a particular cJos 
of a convex cone in 1-higher dimension. It is also worth melt·I 
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uch 
-se 
nin 
that T'S is equivalent -- given our other maintained assumptio�s I (especially T'l-T13) -- to a seemingly alternative productivit
characteristic quite commonly encountered in the capital thebr
literature since Malinvaud's corrigendum [16] 
T'S'. Nontightness in Capital Stocks: If (c,z,k,R.) ET' and 
R. > O, then there exists (c",z") > (c,z), k" 6 0 and Ol�IR." <
such that (c",z",k",R.") ET' ,12
(See, for example, the analysis centered around this and otHer 
productivity and substitution properties in Kurz [11].) 
On the price side of the economy, the description lof 
"feasible" price systems corresponding to (2') is 
(3') 
{ (pt,qt,rt,wt)
q_1 6 0
E M' and rt
where w is a scalar, say, wage and 
qt-1 for t 6 O,
n 
M'={ (p,q,r,w): (p,q)60 and p•c+q•z-r•k-w•R.�O for every (c,z,k ,{)ET'! 
ia the nonnegative �baet of the dual oone to T'. R�oe, � aaool..ed 
competitive price system is now defined as a nontrivial sollt on t i 
(3') such that 
(41) p •c+n·•z-q •k-w ·�p •c*+q •z*-q •k*-w =Ot 't t-1 t t t t t t-1 t t 
for every (c,z,k,�) E T' and t � O. 
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Given this amendment to our general growth model, by and 
large the only modifications needed in order to validate our previous 
analysis involve accounting for wage payments to the primary factor. 
Two such modifications are essential: 
1. In the first place, in order for the conclusion of the Support 
Theorem (1) to yield competitive price systems (4'), in each previous 
application we must reinterpret the quantity sequence x to include 
net final outputs of primary factors 1-�t for t � 0 and the price
sequence TI to include a corresponding wage imputation wt for t� 
o. 13 · 
Thus, for example, in the argument establishing Consumption-Value 
Maximization the quantity sequence (17) becomes 
(17') x = (k-k0,c0,z0-k1,1-�0, . . .  ,ct,zt-kt�l,l-�t'"""),
while the price sequence (9) becomes 
(9') TI (q_1•Po•qo,wo, • • •  ,pt,qt,wt, . • •  ).
2. In the second place, in calculating bounds for consumption-value, 
we must include an imputation to th� stream of primary factors �t = 1
I for t � 0 as well as initial capital stocks k. Thus, for example, 
the upper bounds (5) and (6) become, respectively, 
.t .t .t 
(5') l p •c;;; l p •c +q.t•k.,__._1;;;q_1•k+ l w for .t � 0t=O t t t=O t t �T t=O t 
and 
(6') 
for every feasible growth path (2')
.t .t .t 
l p •c*;;; l p •c*+q •k* "'CJ. •k+ l w for .t � o . 14
t=O t t t=O t t .t .t+l -1 t=O t 
3 
The fact that, in general, we cannot rule out an unbounded imputation 
00 
q_l •k + l wtt=O 
q_1 •k + lim.t->«> 
.t 
l w 
t=O t
00 
has several important consequences, both analytical and conceptual: 
a. The corollaries to the Price Characterization theorem (its�l� mod� 
to include a term I w (1-� )  on the right-hand side of (11), atd a � 
l [1-1,I nn ehe 1�:-�d ,:,. of ehe inequal.iey re,ericeing en paril• t=O 
p:ths) must be restated in terms of deviations-in-consumptionlvalue 
l p • (c -c*) (=O when c = c*t for t � 0), rather than in te11111sl of sf' t=O t t t t 
00 00 
consumption-value l p •c (= l p •c* when c = c* for t� 0)
t=O t t t=O t t t t 
b. The argument at the end of Section V establishing capital1va�ue 
transversality must be altered to accommodate the fact that, �it� thl 
reinterpretation (17'), the trivial growth path (ct,zt,kt,�t)
t � 0 no longer generates a quantity sequence in X (since, 
totality of primary factors is unbounded). This is easily acco 
once we observe that the "almost" trivial growth paths (ct,zJk 
E 
inL 
liJ 
.�t) 
0 ET' for 0 ;;; t ;;; .t and (c ,z ,k .� ) = (0,0,0,1) E T' for .t <I t,I for t t t t 
.t � 0, do generate quantity sequences in X. Hence, for theselgnowth 
paths, (1) yields 
ed 
le 
or 
, the 
00 
or 
00 
> 
00 :t. 
l p •c* G q •k + l w ;for :t. G 0
t=O t t -1 t�O t 
00 00 
> l p • c* G q l k + l W • t=O t t - t=O t 
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In conjunction with (6'), this inequality immediately entails capital-
value transversality (19). 
c. The suitability of consumption-value maximization (at given 
consumption goods values) as the fundamental notion of optimality 
must be reappraised, since it may simply be overly restrictive (as it 
is, for instance, in the canonical one-good model, where the golden 
rule path does not yield maximum consumption-value at any given 
consumption goods values).15 Anything like a complete resolution of
this issue is way beyond the scope of our paper -- if not beyond the 
limit of our ability. However, we will briefly discuss one directly 
pertinent aspect -- the variety of similar but broader alternatives 
and their respective price characterizations -- in the following section. 
There is a second point in the foregoing analysis at which 
the introduction of primary factors raises a serious substantive 
issue. This is in Section V, where we employed T6 to guarantee 
summability of the whole stream of consumption goods. While it is 
true that an appropriate analogue, 
T'6. There exist p > 0 and q 6 0 such that 
p•c + q•z - q•k � 0 for every (c,z,k,�) E T1, 
also implies 
(18') 
oo m 
l l 
t=O i=l 
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cit< 
00 for every solution to (2'),
this sort of productivity characteristic may now appear -- at least 
eo one ''eeped in ehe eradieion of neocla••ical groweh eheo� -+ eo 
be quite restrictive. In particular, since T'6 is easily shownl to 1-
equivalene eo cond1'ion Al in Appendix A, 16 H aueomaei�lly l •1dud11 
whJill the possibility of nontrivial (modified) golden rule paths. 
this may be analytically inconvenient, it is surely not intuit" 
implausible; the mere availability of primary factors may jult
be enough to offset the scarcity of essential exhaustible rebo 
One precise formulation of this latter intuition is outlinedli 
last comment in Appendix A. 
VIII. ALTERNATIVE NOTIONS OF OPTIMALITY 
ely 
ot 
rces. 
the 
In order to circumvent the limitations of consumpttion-valu 
maximization as a procedure for choosing a "best" efficient �rchwth 
paeh, a numb« of rel<'ed bue weaker crHeria have been pro+•« in 
the literature [4,5,9,29,33] . For our purposes here it is useful 
incorporate these in a more systematic listing of candidateJ, all 
which involve evaluating the whole stream of consumption goddslat 
given values (20). In rank order of decreasing strength (it . I, so IE!"a\:h 
entails its successor), one could reasonably judge a particlla 
feasible growth path (denoted, for the last time, by asteriJksD to
be "optimal" according as to whether it exhibits 
1. 
2. 
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Consumption-value maximization: 
00 > 
00 
l P •c* 2: 
t=O t t -
� p •c for every feasible growth path (2'); orl t t -t=O 
Deviations-in-consumption-value maximization (or "best" deviations-
in-consumption-value): 
O G; lim 
;t_-l<Xl 
:t 
l P •(c -c*) 
t=O t t t 
for every feasible growth path (21); or
3. "Better" deviations-in-consumption-value: 
:t 
0;;; lim sup l p • (c -c*) for every feasible growth path (2'); or
;t-l<Xl t=O t t t 
4. "Good" deviations-in-consumption.;.value: 
:t 
0 G; l:im inf l p • (c -c*) for every feasible growth path (2'); or
;t-l<Xl t=O t t t 
5. Restricted deviations-in-consumption-value maximization: 
00 
0 6 l pt•(ct-c�) for every feasible growth path (21) such thatt=O 
00 oo m 
l l u. le. -c! I s 
t=O i=l it it it -
B; or (only when l p •c* < oo)
t=O t t 
6. Restricted consumption-value maximization:_ 
00 
oo > l p •c* G; 
t=O t t 
oo m 
00 
l p •ct for every feasible growth path (2') such thatt -t=O 
l l u. le. -c* I < B 
t=O i=l it it it = , 
where, in 5 and 6, uit > 0 for 1 � i � m, t G; 0 are some (fixed) positive
units �or measuring consumption goods outputs, and B is some (fixed) 
finite bound for the totality of their permissible deviations. Since 
we know that efficient growth paths are "optimal" :in the sense 
with primary factors (or in the sense of 6 without, both at 1s I consumption goods prices), it is quite natural to focus on th:iI criterion in generalizing the Capital-Value Transversality the 
Section VI; similar results can be obtained in a similar manle 
the criteria 2 and 4, but not for 3 (since the lim sup operali 
not preserve convexity). 
3S 
f 5
ocia 
rem 
for 
n do 
Before we can derive a specific price characteriza!ti<1>n, 
however, we will require one additional assumption concerniJg' 
·b·1· f b · · · d f  
he 
possi i ity o su stituting investment goo s output or consu 
goods output 
T'S. Accumulation From Foregone Consumption: If (c,z,k,i) IE 
and 0 � c' '.':: c, then there exists z 1 > z such that 
(c',z',k, i) E T'. 17
Thus armed and fortified by preceding applications of the 
it is almost routine to establish the following ke' Theorem 
result: 
Price Characterization of "Optimal" Growth Paths: 
T'S. If a particular feasible growth path is "optimal" in 
of 5, then it has an associated competitive price system 
(22) pt = pt for t;;; 0
and 
00 
(29) 0 G; l p • (c -c*) - q • (k-k) 
t=O t t t -1 
tio 
up po 
er al 
sati 
sen 
such 
---·�-1---
'I' 
11] 11 i! 
es 
at 
39 
fo r ev ery gro wt h p at h  which (i) is feasible fro m  nonn egat iv e  cap it al 
sto cks, o r  sat isfies (21 )  wit h k = k � O, an d (ii) yields sufficient ly 
small dev iat ion s-in -con sumpt ion, o r  s at isfies 
oo m 
t io iiluit l cit - ctt l � B < "'· 
T he con verse o bt ain s  wit ho ut qualificat ion . 
Remark: P rop erty· (29) is on ly on e way o f  exp ressin g  t he fact t hat 
t he asso ciat ed cap it al goo ds p rices reflect t heir margin al "welfare" 
value. A mo re co mp let e cat alo gue, alon g wit h a mo re leisurely 
discussion, can be fo un d in ( ]. 
P roo f: We will on ly sket ch t he essent ial differen ces bet ween t his 
an d p revio us argument s. Here t he quant it y  sequen ce x is int erp ret ed 
as n et fin al o utp ut s  o f  " welfare", in vest ment goo ds an d p rimary facto rs 
00 
(30 ) x = <
t
£
0
pt"(ct -c�),k -k0, z0 -k1, 1-i0, • • .  , zt -kt+ l 'l-it, • • •  ), 
t he co rrespon din g  p rice sequen ce � as 
( 31) � 
"' 
(u, q_ l, qO, wO, • . . , qt, wt, • . . ), 
an d t he set X as furt her con st rain ed by t he by rest rict ion on p ermissible 
deviat ion s-in -con sumpt ion 
(32) x 
00 
{x:xEi 1,x0 � l p • (c ' -c* ), t =O t t t 
oo m 
l l u. le' -c* I s 
t =O i=l it it it -
B and (c ', z  , k  ,i )ET1 fo r t �t t t t o}. 
40 
Not ice t hat, in p art icular, t he "opt imal" gro wt h p at h  gen erat es t he 
quant it y  sequen ce x* = 0 . U sin g T15 an d T ' S, it is also po Jsitle t 
sho w t hat, t ho ugh X is not un ifo rmly p ro duct ive, it is p ro d�ct �ve J 
t he fo llo win g sen se: T here ex ist s x 0 � 0 such t hat fo rt � 11 k: herj 
. t t I t O f  d t O f ' exi st s x such t hat x0 � � , x s > o r  s = t an x s � 01 l  � s 
So (no w  skipp in g  a n umber o f  st ep s we hav e already been t hro ugh se  t imes befo re) we can t herefo re make on e last app eal to t he Suproo rt 
T heo rem to deduce (1) . T he on ly crit ical st ep left is t he lerl ific I t hat, wit ho ut lo ss o f  gen eralit y, u = 1. But t his fo llo ws frolm t h  
same reason in g  we used in t he p roo f o f  t he Cap it al-Value T rln 
t heo rem in Sect ion VI -- while t he rest is basically just ai r' 
o f  t he p roo f o f  t he co ro llary to t he P ri ce Charact erizat ion 
in Sect ion IV. 
Our int erest in in vest igat in g t his kin d o f  charac�e, 
was great ly in sp ired by t he int erest in g  an d careful wo rk o flP� leg 
an d P eleg-Z ilcha ( 29] relat in g to t he op en, mult i-secto r moa el. I 
wo uld be n ice, if po ssible, to elabo rat e t he conn ect ion bet t� n t hl 
seemin gly different p ro duct ivit y  an d subst it ut ion p rop ert ieb , n der l
t heir an d o ur quit e similar result s. 
18 
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APPENDIX A 
In this appendix we establish equivalency between T6 and the productivity 
condition -- defining N = closure of N (see equation (15)) --
Al. There is no (c,y) e N such that c 2 0 and y 6 O, 
and sufficiency for T6 of either the substitution condition 
A2 .  Uniform Substitution Between Output of each Consumption Good and Output of 
all Investment Goods: For every 1 � i � m and Ei > 0 there is a oi > 0
such that if (c,z,k) E T and ci � Ei' then (c' ,z' ,k) e: T for.
c' = c - (0 , • • •  , ei, • • •  , O) and z' = z + oi(l,1, • • •  ,1),
or the productivity condition -- assuming that capital stock of type 1 is 
an exhaustible resource (see footnote 5) --
A3. Strict Deterioration of Capital Stocks without Exhaustible Resources: 
If (c,z,k) E T, z1 = � = 0 and (c,z,k) + O, then zj < kj for some
2 < j � n.
Lemma lA: T6 obtains if and only if Al does. 
Proof: (necessity) Given T6, suppose that Al were false, i.e., that there 
is (c',y') E N  such that c' 2. 0 and y' � O. Then (i) there is a sequence 
{ (cs, ys)} such that (cs, ys) e N and lim (c5, ys)s- (c', y
' ) with a corresponding 
sequence { (cs, zs, ks) }  such that (cs, zs, ks) E T  and ys zs - ks, while
(ii) p·c' + q·y' � p•c' > O. Hence, for sufficiently large s, 
(cs,zs,ks) E T but p •cs + q·zs - q• ks p •c
s + q•ys > O,
contradicting T6. 
A-2 
We will use the easily verified fact that, given! o,tlr ma 
assumptions on T, N is a closed, convex cone exhibiting �ree dis�Qsal 
(c,y) E N· and y' � y, then (c,y') E N) .
let O � n' � n be
-
such that if 1 � j '  � n' (n' 1 1  
there is no (some) (c,y) E N  such that c = 0 and y .  > 0 for 
0 for j + j ' . Partitioning y = (y1 ,y2) accordingl�, cons�de· 
u 1 - 2 { (c,y ) :  (c,y) E N  and y o}.
� j '  
= j 
the 
Since N is a closed, convex cone, so is U. Moreover, the hypotihesis 
I 
together with the choice of n' imply that there is no (c,y1) e IU ,  !such 
(c,y1) > Q. Hence, appealing to a duality result characterizirlg U as- .  
point of a closed, convex cone (see Nikaido [21] , pp. �5��6), 
1 know that there exists (p,q ) > 0 such that 
A(l) 1 1 1 (p,q )·(c,y ) � 0 for every (c,y ) e U. 
No� consider the set 
2 1 1 -V = { (x,y ): x � (p,q ) " (c,y ) and (c,y) E N}. 
Since N is a convex cone exhibiting free disposal 
exhibiting free disposal (i.e., if (x,y2) E V  and
in y, V is al cdnvex 
x ,y � f ' , I 
( , 21) ( I  
1
2) 
(x' ,i• )  E V) . 
1
Moreover, in light of A (l), 0 mu�t 1�e a
., 
boun�ary point 
. . . .... I I standard support theorem (see again, for instan!!e, Ni" Hence, using a 
2 ' p. 35) , we know that there exists (A,q ) ..'.:_ 0 ·such that 
2 2 2 A "X + q · y  � 0 for every (x,y ) E V
or 
n)' 
t 
t 
e 
f v .
0 [21] 
!(Z) 1 
1 z z A(p , q  ) · (c , y ) + q ·y � 0 for every (c,y) E N. 
But without loss of generality A = 1 , since if A = 0 ,  then q
z � O and ,
!-3 
again by the choice of n ' , there is some ( 0 , ( 0 ,y
z) )  E N  such that qz · yz > 0 ,
contradicting A(Z) . Hence, we have established that there exist p > 0 and
1 z q = (q , q  ) � 0 such that
p • c  + q ·y  � O for every ( c ,y) E N , 
which implies the desired conclusion 
p • c + q · z  - q ·k  � 0 for every ( c , z , k) E T
(since N C.N) . 
It is worth mentioning explicitly that TS requires that q � 0 in T6  
(so that, for example, our use of T 6  in the text makes sense) . 
Lemma ZA: If A2 obtains, then so does T6 .  
• 
Proof : For this argument we require the result that the units for measuring 
investment goods output can be specified -- consistent with our maintained 
assumptions together with T7 -- so that the following productivity 
limitation is satisfied : 
A4 . Impossibility of Sustained Capital Accumulation: There is no (c ,y) E N 
such that c � 0 and y > 0 .  
Since this result is established in exactly the same fashion as  the well-known 
result that the von Neumann growth rate- in the closed , multi-sector mode119 can
be specified equal to zero (see, in particular , the discussion and references 
A-� 
in [l�] ) ,  we omit the details of its proof.  �t we will •how �pli<itly, th�, ia that A2 and A4 ""ply Al 6r,l by 
virtue of Lemma lA, T6 :  Given AZ and A4 , suppose that Al were false :ij.,e . , 
that khere is some (c ' , y ' )  E N  such that c '  > 0 and y' > 0 (for def�iteness 
f 
- = I assum c� > 0 for i = i 1 , c� � 0 for i � i1 ) ,  and hence, that there is 
s s } s s s s I sequence { (c ,y ) such that ( c  , y ) E N  and lim (c ,y ) = (c ' ,y ' )  wit' a
l s+oo Is s s s s s s s corre ponding sequence { (c , z  , k  ) }  such that (c , z  , k ) E T  and y = z 
Then, lthere must be  some Ei '  > 0 such that , for sufficiently large s l 
c�, � Ei' , and hence, by virtue of AZ , some Iii ' > 0 such that, agail :tlor 
s '  s '  s s '  s '  suffi iently large s ,  ( c  , z  ,k  ) E T  or ( c  , y  ) E N for
s '  c s c ( 0, • . .  , Ei" • • •  0) ,
s ' s y = y + lii, (1 ,1 , • • •  , 1) .
s '  z s z + Iii' (1 ,1 , • • .  , 1) and 
I I 
But this means that lim (cs ,ys ) = (c ' - ( O ,  . • .  , Ei , , • • •  , O) ,  y '  + a . I C   s- 1 contradicting A4 . 
Lemma ! 3A: If A3 obtains , then so does T6 .  
, 1 , . 
i 
• 
'Proof ! What we will •how h&e ia that, when oapital aeook of eype 1 1 1 
exhaubtible resource, A3 implies Al, and hence T6 :  Given A3 ,  once agat su. 
thae L w&e fafae, 1.,e . , that . . .  (aa in the pmeding proof) • • •  • I B oa..J 
capittl stock of type 1 is an exhaustible resource, we can also suppos thaI I 
an 
z1
s 
= r and yls = -� or l:iID z1s = lim ks = 0 ( since lim ( z1s - ks) = lim -1. S'+<XI s-roo -l s+oo --i s· 
�ow c nsider the sequence {xs} such that 
s x s s s I I s s s I I (c , z , k  ) /  (c , z  , k ) E T
s 
1 
:sine� T is homogeneous) . By the Balzano-Weierstrass Theorem this s�qiilence 
1)) E N'  
se 
� 0) . 
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must have an accumulation point, say, x = ( c , z ,k) . But then ( c , z , k) E T 
( since T is closed) , z1 = � = 0 ( since
and (c , z , k) 2:_ 0 ( since I lxs l I = 1) , but 
lim z1
s = lim ks = 0 but lim cs
S4<X> �oo - 1  s+oo 
C I 2:_ Q) 
lim (z� 
s+oo J 
k�) J lim y� S+oo J 
z .  > k. for all 2 < J0 < n (since J = J = = 
y �  > O) , contradicting A3 . J -
Several connnents are pertinent to the foregoing results : 
1.  If T is polyhedral, then N is polyhedral , and N = N (see, for 
instance , Rockafellar [31] pp . 171 and 17S) . In this case (or , more 
generally , whenever N = N) , because we need only consider single points in 
N and T rather than sequences of points in N and T ,  Lennna lA innnediately 
reveals that T6 is necessary as well as sufficient for sunnnability. 
Moreover,  for the same reason , Lennnas 2A and 3A remain true 
with some weakening of A2 and A3 ·, respectively. In particular , we can relax 
the uniformity requirement in A2 (to read "For every 1 a i a m and E:i > 0 if
(c, z ,k) E: T and c .  G E: . ,  then there is a o > 0 such that 
1 1 i 
. , 
( c '  , z '  ,k )  E: T • • •  " -- so that '\ can depend on (c , z ,k) rather than just ci) ,
and the strictness requirement in A3 ( to read " • • •  then c = 0 or z .  < k. for J J 
some 2 � j � n� "-- so that ( O ,k,k) E T such that kj > 0 for some 2 � j < n
is permitted; see connnent 4 below) • 
2 .  W e  can d irectly generalize A3 and Lemma 3 A  when capital stocks of 
type 1 , 2 ,  • • •  ,n '  � n are exhaustible resources (by simply replacing z1 ,� and 2
with z1 = ( zi , z2 , • • •  , zn , ) ' k
1 = (� ,k2 , • • •  , kn , )  and n ' ,  respectively) . This
sort of productivity condition seems to us a very natural way of modelling the 
most pessimistic (as well as most unimaginative) "limits of growth" prospect .  
3 .  Neither A2 nor A3 is necessary for T6 .  This will be  demonstrated shortly , 
in terms of the example we examine in the following appendix. 
4 .  There are alternative substitution conditions which entail T6  when T7 is 
strengthened to 
I 
• Possibility of Storage without Sustenance: There �'"" 0 <I Q I< k
discussion and analysis of some such conditions in the conte:J!lt 1 
multi-sector model we once more refer the interested rea�er 
however , that while A3 is consistent with T7 ,  it is not coJsi 
f thl 
to [ 
tent 
primary factors in the economy, analogues of neither 
A3 are sufficient for T ' 6 .  However , if in addition to 
If (c , z ,k , Jt,) e: T ' , z1= k1 0 and k 1' 0 , then z . < k . for s'om& 2 <J J 
Limited Productivity of Primary Factors : If ( c , z ,k ,Jl)E:T 1  and l Jt, '  G 
then (c , z ,k, Jt.' )e:T ' , 
changes in the argument establishing Lennna 3A yield. 
If A' 3 and A ' S  obtain, then so does T ' 6 .  
is that , when capital stock o f  type 1 �s an 
resource, A ' 3  and A ' S  imply Al , and hence T ' 6 :  GiveJ Ar3  an 
Al were false , i . e . , • • . (as in the proof of Lennna 3A 
zs , ks , Jt, s) and T '  substituted for (cs , zs , ks) and T 
As before we can also suppose that lim zs1 = l1il ks1S�oo s�:b 
A 'S  enables us to suppose that Jt. s = II ks II . Now consJde 
s s s s s II s s s s II x = (c , z  ,k ,Jt. ) /  (c , z  ,k ,Jl ) E: T ' for s � 0 
h that 
th 
< n ,  
k l 1 ,
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with accumulation po in t  x = ( c , z ,k,t ) .  Then it must be true that ( c , z ,k ,i ) e  T ' ,
z:i_ = 11_' = 0 an d k 1' 0 (sin ce II x II = 1 while if k = O ,  then by virtue o f  A' 5
t = O ,  then by virtue o f  T ' 4  ( c , z)
con tradictin g  A' 3 .  
0) , but z .  > k . fo r all 2 < J' < n ,  J = J = = 
No te fin ally that A ' 3  an d A ' S  are con sisten t  with the an alo gue o f  T7 
T ' 7 .  There ex ist 0 < k < k an d ; > 0 such that bo th (O,k,k, 1) £  T '
an d (O , ; ,k, 1) £ T ' .
• 
B-
APPENDIX B 
In this app en dix we elabo rate an ex ten ded ex amp le! o i  o ur 
gen eral mo del , on e in which there are on ly two typ es o f  bo th '  goo ds an d cap ital sto cks . Cap ital sto ck o f  typ e 1 is an ex ha 
reso urce , while cap ital sto ck o f  typ e 2 serves as bo th an il�
I con sump tion goo ds an d -- in a p ro cess usin g  up the ex haustibX 
mo uroe aa raw maCarial -- = o dgin aCo r  o f  on oump <ion g+d 
gen erally illustratin g  the Con sump tion -Value Max imization the 
Section V,  the ex amp le sp ecifically demon strates that 
1 .  N either A2 no r A3 is n ecessary fo r T6 ; 
2 .  The question o f  whether T 6  is n ecessary fo r 
oo m 
(i. e. , l l c .  < 00 fo r every so lution to (2) ) 
t=O i=l i t  
op en an d subtle; 
on su
stib
I n<o ]
rem 
ty 
o th 
3 .  In fact, summability is no t n ecessary fo r con sump ciion-
4 .  
value max imization ; an d 
Even with summability, there may be so me asso ciated ' 
· · · h '  h d h.b . I co mp eti ti ve p ri ce system w i c o es no t ex i i t  cln s  
value max imization , while witho ut summability, there 
no asso ciated co mp etitive p rice system which ex hiJit
con sump tion -value max imization . 
1. Ex ample 
m = n = 2 
.mp til 
may . 
•ion 
f 
des 
T { (c , z ,k) c1 a h (k1 - z1 ,k2) ,  z1 a k1 , c2 + z2 a k2 an q (� , z ,ki)l!I� O} 
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where 
h(x1 ,x2) for (x1,x2) 6 0 is differentiable , nonnegative (strictly 
positive for (x1,x2) > O) , increasing (strictly increasing for 
(x1 ,x2) > O) , concave and linear homogeneous , and satisfies 
h(O,x2) 
and 
Case 1 : 
or 
h(x1 ,0 ) = 0 
lim h1 (x1,x2) < oo for x2 6 0 x 40+ 1 
e . g . , h(x1 ,x2) 
- (xl/x2) (1 - e )x2
Case 2a: lim h1 (x1,x2) x +o+ 1 
oo for x2 > O 
or 
and 
for every 0 < xi < 00, xz > 0 there is some 0 < a < 1 such that 
hl (xl,x2)xl 
· > a for 0 < x < 1 > •h (xl ,x2) = = 1 = 
xl , x2 = x2
e . g . , h(x1 ,x2) 
a 1-a x1 x2 with O < a < 1
Case 2b :  lim h1 Cx1 ,x2) x +o+ 1 
oo for x2 > O 
and 
for some 0 < xi < oo,  xz > 0 there is no 0 < a < 1 such that 
h (x X ) X  
I X > X I 1 l ' 2 1 6 a for 0 � x1 � xl , 2 = 2 h(x1 ,x2) 
e . g . , h(�,x2) = 
(� log(x1Jx2) )  x2 for 0 � x1/x2{ -13 
h(x1/x2)x2 otherwise 
B-' 
� e-.a-1 
with 13 > 0 , J'i'.(x) for x 6 e-l3-l any differentiable , strtLc1ly 
"' -13-1 I . -increasing and concave function such that h (e ) = (13* ) 13 
and J'i'.• (e-13-1) = (13+1) -13-113e l3+1. 
One can easily verify that this particular technology 
of our maintained assumptions . It also satisfies Ith� 
version of T7 mentioned at the end of the preceding apperidi�, 
(Indeed, it is obvious that the largest possible growth raje bf 
stocks -- achieved only when there is no consumptijn goods 
zero . )  Notice finally that this technology does nlt 
either A2 (since, for example, consumption good of type l2 
be converted into investment good of type 1) or A3 (since c�pita 
can be costlessly stored) ; ?hortly, we will show that 
satisfies T6 only in Case 1 . 
Results 
The example was chosen in large part because it permits 
characterization of efficiency. This in turn permits full 
on the property of consumption-value maximization!. 
A feasible growth path is efficien!t if 
outputs are not obviously wasted, i; e . , consumptioJ g�ods 
never freely disposed , c 1t = h (klt - z1t ,kZt) and 
k2t - z2t for t 6 0 ,  �nd capital stocks are not superfluo4sWy ma���ained, 
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i .e . , resources are eventually exhausted , lim k = 0 ,  while (i) if t4<" lt 
resources are exhausted in finite time , then inventories are eventually 
depleted, if there is a t < 00 such that k1 > 0 for 0 a t a t1 and 1 t . 
k1 = 0 for t1 < t ,  then lim k2t = O ,  and (ii) if inventories are t t->OO 
depleted in finite time , then resources are exhausted by the same 
time, if there is a t2 < 00 such that k2t > 0 for 0 a t a t2 and 
k2t = 0 for t2 < t, then klt 0 for t2 < t (or , alternatively , 
if klt > 0 ,  then k2t > 0 for t E 0 ) . 
Proof : For simplicity, here we will denote the given path without 
superscript , and various comparison paths with prime superscript. 
(necessity) (i) No obvious waste : Suppose otherwise , i . e . , 
c1t < h(klt - z1t ,k2t) or "c2t < k2t - z2t for some t .  Then , c '  = lt 
h(klt - z1t ,k2t) > c1t or cit = k2t - z2t > c2t is feasible ,  ceteris
paribus, contradicting the hypothesis . (ii) No superfluous maintenance: 
Note first that, since 0 a k +l a k for t E 0 ,  we know lim k t t t->OO t 
k E 0 .CQ 
Then, on the one hand , suppose lim klt ; k100 > 0 .  I t  follows that t-><x> 
ci0 = h(k10 - z10 + k100,k20) > c10 , kit = klt - k100 E 0 for t > 0 is 
feasible , ceteris paribus , contradicting the hypothesis . On the other 
hand, suppose first that klt > 0 for 0 � t a t1 < 00, klt = 0 for t1 < t 
and lim k2 = k200> O .  t->OO t 
Then c2• - _ k2- z - + k2 > c2- , tl - tl - 2 tl 00 tl 
kit = k2t - k200 � 0 for r1< t is feasible, ceteris paribus , again 
contradicting the hypothesis . Now, suppose second that k2t > 0 for 
0 a t ;;;, t2 < oo, k2t = 0 for t2 < t and k1t2+l > 0 .  
h(klt - z1t , O) = 0 for t2 < t) , cio = h (k10 - z10 + 
Then (since c1 t = 
klt +l 'k20) > clO ' 2 
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< t is feasible, ceteris paribus , also contradicting 
We begin by noting that when there is no obvious 
capital stocks obey the dynamical equations ....... 
t t 
klO + sio (kls+l - kls) = kl l (k1 - z1 ) for t E Os=O s s 
t t t 
k20 + sio (k2s+l - k2s) = k2 - sio (k2s - z2s) k2 - l i czls fo« s=0 
number of mutually exclusive and 
exhaustive subcases . For each subcase the logic of the 
namely, we show that the supposition of a 
(refer to equation (7 ) )  feasible growth path leads to a 
first that kl > 0 for t 6 0 and lim k1 = 0 .  (a) If t t->OO t 
6 0 and there is some t2 < 00 such that c2• > c2 , tJen t2 t2 
t 
- I cis s=O 
t t 
kz l - l c2s - l (cis-c2s) s=O s=O (cit2 -c2t/ < k2t+l for t2 I ;;;, It 
jk2t+l 
;;
lk2t+l -
for 0 a ti < t 
;,;; o .  
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But by the last stated hypothesis of the proposition, we know that 
k > 0 for t � 0 .  Hence, c1 > 0 for some t > t2 or, without loss of2t - t ... 
generality, c1t +l > 2 
ki, -•i, {:} ',,-·" 
0 or
(since c '  = h(k ' -z ' k ' ) lt lt lt ' 2t 
., ' {},+1
c} h (klt - 'it ,k")
and h is increasing in x) or from B (l) 
t t t 
c1t as
' {] 
kit+1=k1-s�O 
(k:_ls -z is)=kl-s�O 
(kls -zls)-sio [ 
(kls -zis)- (kls -zls)] �
{klt+l
klt+l- [ (kit +1-zit +l)- (klt2+1
-zlt2+1
)]
for 0 ;;; t ;;;; t2
for t2 < t
or 
lim k' < 
t-- lt = 
2 2 
- [ (kit +l - zit +l) - (klt +1-zl +l) < O,2 2 2 t2 
t2+1
which is infeasible. (b) If (ruling out the subcase already considered) 
cit � c1t and cZt = c2t for t �  O and there 'is some t1 < 00 such that
c1' > c1 then now from B (2)tl tl' . .  
t t 
kZt+l=k2- l Czs=k2- l c2s = k2t+l for t � 0s=O s=O 
or 
k" - .,, C} .,, - ." ·" {] '1
1 oinoe he<e "i Ch Cki t -•i, , k; t) {:} h (klt -al t , k2t)0olt "' t{ :} t1
is increasing in x) or again from B (l) 
t t t 
l (k ' -z ' )=k - I (k_ -z >- I [ (k ' -z ' )- (k -z ) J I � s=O ls ls 1 s=O -�s ls s=O Is lS ls ls 
for 0 � t < t1
-zit )- (klt -zlt )] for t .'.:. t1 1 1 1 -
[ (k ' lt -zit )-(klt -zlt )] < O,1 1 1 1 
also infeasible . 
Suppose second that klt > 0 for 0 � t � t1, < 00 , klt = 0 iorl t1
(a) If c� � ct for t � 0 and there is some t2 < 00 
c2' > c2 , then (here and after deleting obvioust2 t2 
of parts of the preceding argument) 
� {k2t+l 
-k2t+l
for 0 � t < t2
(cZt - c2t ) for t2 � t2 2 
(cZt - c2t ) < O,2 2 
infeasible. (b) If (ruling out the subcase already consider 
c1t and cZt = c2t for t � O and there is some t1 < oo
and 
such that c11 > c1 , then from B (2) kzt+l tl tl 
k' lt - z ' k -{;;;} lt > lt 
or from B (l) 
zlt as t {:}t1
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k2t+l for t 6 0 or 
{klt+l for 0 ;:;; t < t1 
kit+l ;:;; 
klt+l - [ (kit - zit ) - (klt - zlt ) ]  for tl ;:;; t1 1 1 1 
or 
k ' < - [ (k ' lt+l = lt 1 zit 
) - (klt 1 1 
which is , once again, infeasible. 
z1t1
) ]  < 0 for max [t1 , t1 ] ;:;; t ,  
b .  Conditions for Summability: Though in all three cases , actual 
capital accumulation is infeasible, and only eventual resource 
exhaustion is efficient, in Case 1 condition T6 obtains , so that 
00 
B (3) l Cc1 + c2 ) ;:;; b (k) < oo for every solution to (2) ,  t=O t t 
while in Case 2 (i. e . , both Cases 2a and 2b) condition T6 does not 
obtain, in fact 
00 
B(4) l (clt + c2t) t=O 
oo for some solution to (2) .  
• 
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Proof : (Case 1) All that needs establishing is that there is some 
p > 0 and q 6 0 such that 
p • c + q • z - q •k ;:;;. 0 for every (c , z ,k) e: T . 
But any stationary competitive price system of the form 
B (S) Pl 1 , O < h1 (0 , 1) ;:;; q1 < 00 and p2 = q2 > 0 
will do, since if (p, q) satisfies B (S) and (c , z ,k) e: T , 
various properties of h) 
p• c + q• z - q• k � h(k -z k )-q (k -z ) -q (k -z -c ) . 1 l ' 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 {-q (k -z ) -q (k -c -z2) $ 0 when 1 1 1 2 2 2 -
[h ( (kl-zl) / 1)-q c <kl-zl) / ) ]k -q (k -z -c ) ;:ii k2 ' 2 k2 2 2 2 2 2 
(h1 (0 , l) -q1) (k1-z1)-q2 (k2-c2-z2) ;:ii 0 when 
From the argument detailed earlier in Section V ,  we can 
a minimum value for the bound in B (3) : 
b (k) h1(0 , l)k1 + J.C2 = min (h1(0 , l) / q2)k1 + 
k"2 ;:;;o;:;;q2;:iil 
(h, (O ,l)k1+q2k2) / min {l , q2} ;:ii q•k/min{p1 ,p2 } .  
0 
>, 1 0 .  
cal cu 
It is worth emphasizing once more that in this case the t:ecnno.J.ogy 
satisfies T6 without satisfying either A2 or A3 . 
(Case 2) All that needs establishing is B (4 ) (since we rate 
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earlier that T6 implies B (3) , or equivalently , that B (4) implies the 
denial of T6) . The argument involves constructing a feasible growth 
path which yields 
B(6) 
"' 
l (clt + c2t) t=O l 
clt "' "'· t=O 
In particular, consider the efficient growth path with capital stocks 
described by 
t-1 
klt = k1 - sioEs and k2t = k2 for t 6 O ,
"' 
where E = k1 - z1 > 0 for t 6 0 with l E = k1 is chosen ast t t t=O s 
follows : Pick constants 0 < a. < 1 and $ > 0 and let the subsequence 
of periods {t } be such that s 
t0 = o 
and - s 
ts+l = min ft 
((1-a.)kla. ) t > ts and h1 t�'k2 (l-a.)k1a.s 6 $} for s 6 0 .
(The last i s  legitimate since case 2 is characterized by the property 
that lim + h l (x1 ,k2) = co for k2 > 0 . )  Finally , define xpO 
Et 
- s (1-a.)kla. 
ts+l-ts 
which entails 
t 
0 < l E <t=O t 
"' 
l E t=O t
> 0 for ts � t < ts+l ' s 6 O ,
"' 
l s=O 
t -1 - s s+l (l-a.)k1a. l u=t s ts+l
-ts 
"' 
(l-·et.)k1 l a
s
= k1 for t 6 0 .  
s=O 
B 
Along this particular feasible growth path consumption goods are 
produced at the rates 
cl.t = h(Et ,k2) 6 h1 (Et ,k2) Et and c2t = 0 for t 6 0 
(since 0 = h(O,k2) � h(E ,k2) + h1 (E ,k2) (0-E) or 
h(E ,k2) 6 h1 (E,k2) E for E > 0 by concavity of h) . 
t .6+1-1 t.6+1-1 t.6+1-1 -l (c +c ) t=O lt 2t l c > t=O lt = l hl (Et 'k2) Et t=O 
.6 ts+l-\ ( (l-a.)k1a.s - ) ( (l-a.)k1a.s ) l l 1 t -t ,k2 t -t s=O u=t s+l s s+l s 
.6 
l 
s=O 
s ( (1-a.)kla.s - )ts+l-1 hl t -t , k2 l s+l s u=t s - s (1-a.)kla. ts+l-ts 
.6 
Hence , l it 
.6 
l s=O 
t 1 -i s+l : 
I I I u=t S ,
- s .6 ( (1-a.)k{t l � t -t ' k2) - s � (1-a.)kla. 6 l $ (.6+1) $ for .6 6 C) ,  s=O s+l s s=O 
from which we immediately deduce B(6 ) . 
] 
�e should mention explicitly that the foregoing an lysi 
has shown that, in this example anyway , T6 is necessary as w
' 
11 a_ 
sufficient for summability. We have also observed the same sulJ 
_ I  Iin other easily calculable examples -- for all of which N +· (se 
comment 1 at the end of Appendix A) . Whether this is just l a  
of relatively simple specializations of our general model reldains 
be seen. 
that 
2) Et =s 
• 
rity 
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c .  Consumption-Value Maximiz1:1tion: (For simplicity, here too we will 
denote a given efficient growth path without superscript, and various 
comparison growth paths with prime superscript . )  Given an efficient 
growth path , in Cases 1 and 2a (i) there is some associated competitive 
price system such that 
B(7 )  k = o ,lim qt• t+l t->co 
and hence (referring to the discussion at the end of Section III) 
00 00 
B (S) oo > l pt. et >t=O l Pt·
c� for every (primed) solution to (2) ,  t=O 
but (ii) there may also be some associated competitive price system such 
that neither statement is true , while in Case 2b there may simply be 
no associated competitive price system such that either statement is true . 
Proof: We begin by noting that the "pure inventory" competitive price 
system 
B(9) plt = qlt-l = 0 and p2t {:} q2t-l = 1 as c2t { :) 0 for t � 0
is associated with every efficient growth path, since if prices 
satisfy B(9) and quantities satisfy 
c2t = k2t - z2t and (c2t ' z2t 'k2t) � 0 for t � O ,  
then 
P • c + q • z - q • k - p + q k < t t t-1 - 2tc2 q2tz2 - 2t-1. 2 
P2tc2t + q2tz2t - q2t-lk2t = Pt' ct + qt• zt - qt-l 0kt 0 
T and t � 0 .  
with such a competitive price 
, c20 > 0) while lim k2t = k200 > 
0 
t->co 
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system, if , in addition, Pko' 
(which we already know froL 
1 
compatible with efficiency provided klt > 0 for t � O� ,i I then 
00 
'i' c '  oo > l Pt' t t=O 
CZO = k2 > k2 - k2oo 
00 
l c2t t=O 
00 
l p • c t=O t t
the alternative feasible growth path defined by 
h(k1 ,k2) ,  czo = "k2 and cit c '  2t k ' = k ' = 0 for t > 0 lt 2t • 
consistent with (though not entailed by) a second observat±id 
I . the conjunction of B (9 )  with an efficient growth path such �ha 
k2o? 0 , namely, that 
lim qt· kt+l = t->co 
lim k2t+l= k2oo > t->co 
o.
in both Cases 1 and 2 of the example, the competitive pr�ce 
described by B(9) may exhibit neither capital-value transvJrs�lity 
consumption-value maximization B (S) . 
In order to establish the rest of the proposition, we 
fact that every competitive price system associated w�th 
efficient growth path yields (c , z ,k ) as an optimaJ t t t 
the concave programming problem 
maximize P1th (kl-zl ,k2)+P2�k2-z2)+qltzl +q2tz2-qlt-l kl-q�t-hk2 
subject to z1 � k1 
z2 � k2 
and nonnegativity 
(with dual variable Alt � O) 
(with dual variable \2t � O) 
t � 0 ,  
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or satisfies that Kuhn-Tucker conditions20 
zlt ;;;;; klt if Alt > 0 for t 6 0 .  
B (ll) 
z2t ;;;;; k2t 
-plthl(klt-zlt 'k2t)+qlt ;;;;; Alt
-p2t+q2t ;;;;; A2t 
P1thl (klt-zlt 'k2t) -qlt-l ;;;;; -Alt 
if A.2t > 0 
if zlt > 0
if z2t > 0
if klt > 0
Plth2 (klt-zlt 'k2t)+p2t-q2t-l ;;;;; -A.2t ' = if k2t > O
It is convenient to analyze the solutions to B (ll) by distinguishing 
two possibilities , depending on whether lim k2t = 0 or lim k2 = k200 t-l<lo t-l<lo t 
(i) Suppose that lim k2 = 0 .  t-l<lo t 
In this case, we need only notice that 
the Kuhn-Tucker conditions B (ll) entail the inequalities 
-plthl+qlt � -plthl+qlt-1 or qlt ;;;;; qlt-1 ;;;;; · · · ;;;;; ql , -1 < 00
and 
> 0 :
-p2t+q2t ;E;-plth2-p2t+q2t-l;s;-p2t+q2t-l o r  q2t;s;q2t-l;s; . . . ;E;q2 ,-l < 00 for t ,;, O .
Hence, every competitive price system associated with a particular 
efficient growth path of this sort satisfies 
qt• kt+l � q_1• kt+l for t ,;, 0 ,  
and therefore 
lim qt •kt+lt-l<lo 
< lim q_l .kt+l t-l<lo q
_1 · lim kt+l = 0t->oo 
(since by hypothesis lim klt t->oo 
O while by supposition lim k2t t->«> Q) . 
�-US 
Suppose that lim k2t = k200 > 0 .  In this case, we alread� Umow t->oo 
1 that though lim klt = 0 ,  klt > O for t ;;;;; O .  Using ! 
'""bina<ion wich ch: hn-Tudm oondi<ion• , � will •ht : 
It is always possible to find some competitive price 
associated with a particular efficient growth path of th�s '
from B(9) and also (b) satisfies lim q2 t->oo t 
have Case 1 or Case 2a of the example . Since 
second of the listed properties entails capital-value transler 
qt •kt+l =lim(ql -lklt+l +qz tk2t+1)=q1 -1 (lim klt+l )+(lim q2tHli t->oo , , t->oo t->oo I t� 
with the preceding result, this establishes that it is 
cases , and only in these cases , that an efficient growth pa!=' 
exhibits consumption-value maximization (at some , blt '
t o  the earlier discussion concerning B ( 9 )  -- perhaps �o 
competitive price systems) . 
his 
he 
ali 
�t 
The argument proceeds by closely examining the structune of . I solutions to B(ll) in light of the supposition that k > 0 fo 
· {<l {>l 
t 
 generally we know that zit =f kit as cit =f O for i = 1 , 2 , t
specifically we have k. t+l = z . > 0 (k . 0 = k. > O) for i it i i 
t ;;;;; 
o ,
t ;;;;; 0 ,  after some straightforward logical simplificatipnJ the 
conditions reduce to 
0 ,  
B (l2) 
P1thl(klt-zlt 'k2t) � qlt 
Pzt ;;; q2t 
qlt = ql, -1 
q2t = q2t-l - plth2 (klt-zlt 'k2t)
if c1t > 0 for t G o . 
= H c2t > 0
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B(l2) tells us innnediately that if q l ,-l = O ,  then qlt = Plt = Pit1\ 
plthZ = 0 and hence q2t = qZ , -l > 0 for t G 0 .  Thus , a necessary
(and, it turns out, also sufficient) condition for finding some 
competitive price system which differs from B(9) and also satisfies 
;;!: qzt = 0 is finding one with ql , -l = 1 (for simplicity, now letting
initial capital of type 1 be the numeraire) . 
In order to establish that only Cases 1 and 2a of the example 
are consistent with this requirement, suppose that q1 _1 = 1 and' 
consider the last equation in B (l2) 
B(l3) q2t q2t-l - plth2 (klt-zlt 'k2t) 
= q2t-l - plt (h(klt-zlt 'k2t) - hl (lt-zlt 'k2t) (klt-zlt) )  for t G O  
(since h is linear homogeneous) . If c1t = 0 ,  then 
q2t = q2t-l .  
(since h = 0 only if plthl = O) . If c1t > 0 ,  then 
h(klt-zlt 'k2t) q2t-l - P1thl (klt-zlt 'k2t) (h (k -z k ) - (klt-zlt) )  L lt lt ' 2t q2t 
(since h > 0 only if (k1t-zlt 'kZt) > 0 only if h1 > 0)
( 
h(klt -zlt 'k2t) ) q - - 1 (k -z ) 2t-l h1 (k1t-zlt 'kZt) (k1t-zlt) lt lt 
(since, from the first inequality in B(l2) ,  if c1t > 0, then 
P1thl 
'\ 
qlt = ql , -1 = 1) .  Hence, defining 
J .,:":t,-'1, .k2,l c":t,-'1,l l h(klt-zlt 'k2 t) 
for clt = 0 
for c1t > 0 
B(l3) can be compactly rewritten as 
B(l4 ) 
t 1 q2t = q2 -1 - l (a_- - l) (kls-zls ' s=O s 
for t G 0 .
for t � :'i' •  
B-
In C ase 2b ,  by employing a construction similar to that 
utilized in establishing the second part of the proposition lin 
section 2 above, we can find an efficient growth path such tjha 
l (rJ.1 - l) (k -z ) = co 21 s=O s ls ls · 
Thus, for such an efficient growth path, if ql ,-l 1 , then q2 
which is "infeasible"; C ase 2b of the example may in fact 
"pure inventory" competitive price system. 
In Cases 1 and 2a, on the other hand , by picking lo : i:: rJ. 
such that 
hl (xl ,x2)xl G a. for 0 ;;; xl ;;; kl , x2 G k2oo h(xl' x2) 
we see that 
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t 1 t 1 a � I <- -1) (k -z ) � I <- -1Hk -z ) 
s=O as ls ls s=O a ls ls 
cl -1) cI1-k1t+i)a 
1 -� <a: -l)k1 for t � 0 .
t 
� (;!,_ -1) l (kls-kls+l) a s=O 
Hence, for every efficient growth path such that lim k2t = k200 > 0 we t-><» 
can find an associated competitive price system with ql ,-l 
by picking 
1 . Moreover, 
q2 , -l 
so that 
q2t 
� c.l:.. -1) (k -z ) < 00 l0 a ls ls ' s= s 
00 1 t 1 I <- -1) (k -z ) - I <- -1) (k -z ) s=O as ls ls s=O as ls ls 
00 
I 
s=t+l 
1 (- -l) (k1 -z1 ) ,a s s s 
we can also. insure that this competitive price system satisfies 
lim q2 = O .  t-><» t 
d .  Another Anomalous Feature o f  Case 2b :  Consider the particular 
•
efficient growth path sketched in footnote 21 . If we pick consumption 
goods values 
B (l5) - -1 pt = (hl (klt-�lt 'k2) , 0 )  for t �  0 ,
then this path is "optimal" in the sense of 3 in the text 
B (l6) 
:t. 
fl � lim sup l p •:(c ' -c ) for every (piimed) solution to (2) ,  t-+oo t=O t t t 
even though it has no associated competitive price system (4) such that 
Pt = Pt for t � o .
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Proof : Since we have already established the latter part of th� 
assertion, all we need establi.sh is B (l6) . But this follows alr4ctly 
from the fact that an arbitrary feasible growth path satisfies! �t!Y 
monotonicity of h) 
cit = h(kit-zit •kzt) � h(kit-zit •k2) 
or (by differentiability and concavity of h) 
cit -clt�h(kit-zit ,k2_)-h(klt -zlt 'k2)�hl (klt -zlt 'k2) [ (kit -zit)- (ht-zlt 
or (by reference to B(l5 ) )  
pt· (c� -ct) = Pit (cit -clt) � (kit -zit)- (klt -zlt) = (kit -k� t+l)-�kJ\t -kl
or 
:t. 
l P • (c ' -c ) .s 
t=O t t t -
:t. I . I [ <kit-kit+J! - <kit -k1t+1) J=k1:t.+i-kit+1 for :t 
.
t=O 
But the last inequality entails that 
o .  
:t. 
lim sup l p • (c ' -c )  � :t.�oo t=O t t t 
lim sup (klt+l-klt+l)=lim (kl:t.+1-ki:t.+�Hl -kioc; :t.-+oo ;t,-+oo 
o • •
1. 
2 .  
FOOTNOTES 
In every analysis which aims t'o characterize efficient 
allocation as competitive allocation (given generalized 
diminishing returns) , a slight gap appears between the statements 
of necessary and sufficient conditions , a gap occasioned by the 
fact that every price needn' t  be positive . For this reason, here 
and in the balance of the paper we will use "characterize" to 
mean "are necessary, and also sufficient provided appropriate 
prices are positive. "  Also, partly for this reason, in 
characterizing efficient (or optimal) growth paths , we will 
concentrate on establishing necessity of various valuation 
properties . (A more compelling reason for our emphasis is that 
establishing sufficiency of these same properties is usually a 
routine matter; see footnote 9 below. ) 
We therefore intentionally def er our discussion of the problems 
attendant on primary factors until later in the paper (in Sections 
VII and VIII) . It is worth mentioning now, however, that one 
promising possibility for surmounting these problems is to 
give explicit consideration to the limitational role of 
exhaustible resources . Besides displaying our own efforts in this 
direction (at the end of Appendix A) , we strongly recommend 
looking at the interesting and original work of Mitra [ 19 ] .
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
I t  is noteworthy that , generally speaking, in this conte:xi the ll'llliits 
f · · d · d · lf I · or measuring consumption goo s a.re interprete in we ar 
utility terms . Such interpretation is immaterial to out !alys· A •  
pr�ided rbar rhe arario reobnology available for produli g or��ry 
and investment goods from capital stocks and primary fact' 
, or 
I exhibits generalized diminishing returns . However, such I interpretation does mean that some care must be taken wit 
parallel interpretation of the competitive price system aJsociJ��d 
with an optimal growth path, since , again generally spea.kJug ,  �l, 
could not be used for the purposes of decentralization. 
With minor modification, several of the results elabora¢e� 
the sequel will also carry over to a model in which the l co
,
�od��mes 
and reohniquea available change �er r;,,e (in a foreae�bl ,,,J�) . 
We have chosen not to generalize our model to encompass th " s  sd� I 
. . . . . , II of nonstationarity in order to avoid cluttering up the Br� entJ�abn. 
This last maintained assumption is in fact quite 
Later on we effectively remove the force of this 
explicitly introducing (short-lived) nonproduced 
factors (e .g . , labor) into the model . Note that (potenJia 
long-lived) nonproduced inputs, both exhaustible resourJe�
coal) and inexhaustible resources (e .g . , land) , are alrJad
implicitly incorporated into the model : A capital stocJ , 
.
of type 1 ,  is an exhaustible resource when (c , z ,k) E T �mp 
e .  
ly 
(e .1. ay t 
ies 
6 .  
7 .  
both z1 � k1 and (c , ( zi , z2 , . . .  , zn) ' (ki ,k2 , . . .  ,kn) )  E T  for 
zi G 0 and ki - zi = k1 - z1 , while it is an inexhaustible resource 
when (c, z ,k) E T  implies both z1 � k1 and (c , (zi , z2 , . • .  , zn) '  k) E  T 
for zi = k1 . As mentioned earlier , we will have a good deal more 
to say about the implications of the presence of exhaustible 
resources which are also limitational (in Appendix A) . 
For a more complete discussion of the properties (and virtues) 
of this sort of representation, see Cass-Shell [ 7 ] . There is 
no loss of generality (and some gain in interpretability) in 
assuming nonnegative output prices . This assertion follows from 
the observation that , in light of T2 , having more investment 
goods -- and hence capital stocks -- in the present never reduces 
consumption goods possibilities for the future. (The fact that 
investment goods prices are nonnegative q G 0 ,  however, enters 
the analysis in a nontrivial way . )  
In fact, because T is closed and satisfies T4 , X i s  closed in 
the topology of pointwise convergence (from an argument similar 
to that found in McFadden [17] on p .  45) . Though Malinvaud ' s  
original derivation required neither closedness nor any such 
intrinsic notion of scarcity, the loss in generality sustained 
from these additional assumptions seems more than compensated 
by the gain in applicability of our basic separation technique . 
8. 
9 .  
Moreover , a slight modification of this technique -- suost�tut� 
the space of finitely-many-nonzero-element sequences wiJh : �up 
norm for the space of summable sequences with sum norm, tan 
thereby avoiding issues of closedness entirely -- can be 
employed to establish precisely Malinvaud ' s  theorem. 
After changing units , of 
have to be appropriately 
course , the sequences x and � would 
reinterpreted, x0 = v0 Ck1 - k1J) �
and � = q ' l/vo , · · · • 0 1 - N · h · 
v < I ' 1  1 otice t at , given t 00 , we qan a w. 
choose the new units for measuring net final outputs or 1q�antiti 
so that v = 1 for O � s � tv . This is a reflection of rht fac
that it i: only the asymptotic behavior of feasible growth l patJ 
which creates fundamental difficulties in characterizinJ 
efficiency (or optimality) . 
The converse assertion, or sufficiency, follows directl1 � 
specializing (11) to encompass only feasible growth patqs 7 
00 
(*) 0 G l p • (c - c*) 
t=O t t t 
for every feasible. growth path (2) such that 
oo m 
l l u . le. - c* I < oot=O i=l it it it • 
on
since (*) is inconsistent with (7) when p > 0 for t G © .  I For 
the corollaries to this proposition, as w:ll as subsequJnt
10. 
characterizations, proof of sufficiency is only slightly less 
direct -- involving reference to (S) and (6) (or , when there are 
primary factors , (S ' )  and (6 .' ) )  in order to establish an analogue 
of (*) , since each of these characterizations is couched in 
terms of an associated competitive price system. Because these 
arguments are essentially similar and straightforward , we will 
omit them. 
That is , for every t � 0 there exists xt such that xt > 0 fors 
s = t and xt � 0 for s � t .  This claim follows from two facts , first,s 
as we have already seen, that x0 = x* works , and second , since
k > 0 and TS obtains , that the economy is capable of producing 
positive investment goods output in any given period , i . e . ,  
that xt for 1 � t � n can be generated by the trivial growth
path, while xt for t � n + 1 can be generated a growth path
involving only pure capital accumulation up through period t .  
11. The former assertion follows from the observation that the 
structure of the set { (c , z ,k) : (c ;� ,k,'I) E T ' }  contains all
the information we need to know about the structure of T '  
itself , and that this set can be equally well viewed as the 
projection of a cross-section from 1-higher dimension as from 
h-higher dimensions . (See also the connnent concerning T ' 3  
below. ) The latter assertion follows from the observation that 
setting I = 1 amounts to defining the unit for measuring the 
primary factor. 
12 . To go from T ' S  to T ' S '  take 
(c" z" k" JI.") = a(c ' z '  k '  JI.) for some 0 < Ci. < 1 such tih� , ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
a(c ' , z ' )  > (c , z) ,  
and from T ' S '  to T ' S  
(c ' , z ' ) = (l-f3) (c , z) + f3 (c" , z") from some 0 < f3 < 1 suqh i l:hat 
13. 
(l-f3)k + f3k" � k '  (and hence (l-f3) ,9,  + f3 ,9," < JI.) . 
An alternative method of achieving the same result is sirir I : reinterpret the technology T = { (c , z ,k) : (c , z ,k,l)  E [ ' } 
TJ:ien define the imputation wt = pt· c� - qt· z� - qt_1·k� .  follows from the left-hand inequality in (4) -- which is 
demonstrable without reference to T3 -- by virtue of T 12
However, while this maneuver does reflect the intrinsic e 
residual payment to a fixed factor, unlike the argumenl s 
ly t 
and 
(4 ' ) 
I .nd 'I1 
l ,r onom� · . ofetcJ · in 
the text, it does not yield any additional information fabbut 
value maximization (see the following discussion) . 
14 . Similarly, in the Duality corollary to the Capital-Valt�e !  
lS . 
Transversality theorem, the dual problem (28) becomes 
(28 ' )  
00 
minimize q 1 ·k + � w subject to (3 ' )  and p - l t t t=O 
ptl for 
Here, of course , we are implicitly accepting the collllllort I that a maximum must be finite . This makes good sense ini 
instance, since otherwise consumption-value maximizatiLi' 
essentially vacuous (as it is , for instance, again in bh' 
- o .  
n 
one-good model , with any given consumption goods values such 
that !� pts > 0 for some subsequence of periods {t }).s 
The example in Appendix B shows that , even without primary 
factors, the notion of consumption-value maximization may be too 
limiting. Indeed , generally speaking, in order that the problem 
(27 ) , or better yet , the problem 
(27 ' )  
00 
maximize l pt•ct subject to (2 ' )t=O 
have a solution, the permissible choice of consumption goods 
values (20) will typically exclude perfectly acceptable growth 
paths (i. e. ,  some efficient growth paths) from serious 
consideration . (In this sense , the class of growth models 
considered in Section V appears to be quite special.) 
16. Obviously, after N is redefined to be compatible with T '  
(lS' ) N = { (c ,y) y = z - k and (c ,z ,k , i) E T' for some i G O}. 
Then the proof of this equivalency is identical to that of 
Lemma lA but for the substitution of (cs ,zs , ks , is) for
(cs ,zs ,ks), (c,z , k , i) for (c ,z , k) and T' for T.
17. The specific counterexample detailed at the end of Appendix B 
clearly shows that, for the purpose of characterizing weaker 
notions of optimality than consumption-value maximization, 
something like this substitution condition cannot be dispensed 
with. Presently the assumptions k > 0, I = 1 for t � 0, T ' S  and t 
18. 
T ' 8  play (and previously,  in Section VI , the assumptionsi lk > 
TS played) precisely the same role as does Slater ' s  cold!ution I : {or , more generally, some version of "constraint qualijf:Ldatio 
in ordinary concave programming. 
Because of T ' S  (given k > 0 and it = 1 for t G 0) and (�$) we 
know that c� � 0 for some t G 0. Suppose that c� = 0 fo 
' t 0 ;;; s < t* < oo and c** � O. Appealing to T ' 8 ,  pick 0 ;;; , ' � .  and z '  > z** such th:t (c ' , z ' , k** ,l) ET ' .  Then the gro th J t t I I 
(cs ,zs ,ks , is) a.(c*,z*,k*, i*) + (l-a.) (0 , 0 ,0 ,1) for O l;;; i ls  
< ti s s s s 
(c ,z  , k , R, ) = a.(c '  , z '  , k* ,l) + (1-a.) (0,0 ,0 ,l) for s ..1. t
, 
r· · 
s s s s s 
(c , z  , k , i )  = (c* ,z* ,a.z ' ,l) for s = t*+l and (c ,z  , k! l, R, ) s s s s s s s S I  : s 
(c* ,z* ,k* , i*) for s > t*+l is feasible from initial cap�tal s s s s  _  stocks O ;;; a. k0 < k provided only that O < a. < 1 and a.zl' I G z
Now appealing to T ' S ,  these "surplus" initial capital ! s:tlocks 
k - a.k0 > 0 can be used to generate growth paths which
excess investment goods output zt - kt+l > 0 or excesl 
ield 
rima 
factor input 1 - it > 0 in any given period t. These[ �aths 
t ' 
turn generate the requisite quantity sequences x fo� � IG 1 .  
19. The closed , multi-sector model is the specialization loft our
general model in which m = n and T = { (c ,z ,y) : c + z =1 y ,  
I (c, z) G O  and (y , k) ES} , where S = { (y ,k)} is the s
1
a
f
�c t 
for producing (undifferentiated) outputs from capita+ s�ock 
nd 
logy 
uts. 
20 .  B (lO) obviously satisfies Slater ' s  condition (since (z,k) = (0 , 0 , 1 , 1) 
21 .  
is a feasible solution) . Thus , the conditions B (ll) are both 
necessary and sufficient . It almost goes without saying that in 
Case 2 these particular Kuhn-Tucker conditiops only make sense 
provided that 
plt = P1thl (klt-zlt 'k2t) P1th2 (klt-zlt 'k2t) 0 
whenever c1t = h(k1t-zlt 'k2t) 0 and hence k1t-zlt o .
Specifically, referring to the earlier construction, now let the 
subsequence of periods {t } be such that s 
t0 = o 
and 
ts+l = min {t : t>t s 
- s 
h(
(l--ci.)k1a -
) s - s ( t-t ,k2 � and 
h r
l-a)�la
s
' 
k ) {Cl-a)klas
)
-1 (1-a)kla ;;;(3}for s;;;o
I t-t 2 \ t-t� 
(which is legitimate since Case 2b is easily shown to be 
characterized by the property that . 
hl (xl ,k2 )xl lim+ _ x1+0 h(x1 ,k2) 0 for k2 > 0) .
Then, the rest of the argument is virtually unchanged from before , 
since it simply involves calculating the lower bound
th+l-1 
l (_l_ -l) {k1 -z1 ) = . . • ;;; $ (h+l) for h ;;; O .  t=O at t t 
[ l] 
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